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INSIDE

FROM BEGINNING WITH BEAVER
WE'VE ALWAYS HAD
A FIRST-RATE FACULTY

We're history . ..

Here's the lineup, by year of first service . ..

S hortly after this issue of
Puget Sound Lawyer hits the
mailboxes of some 5,000 graduates, the school will become Seattle University School of Law.
There's been a bit of looking
back lately, at the annual dinner
(see pages 6 & 7), at the Class
of '83 reunion and rummage sale
(see page 3), and at the last
commencement (see pages 8 &
9). With good humor and bad
jokes, we're all getting ready for
the most significant change in
the school's history.
We 've asked Dean Don
Carmichael to bring yo u up to
date on activities at the Law
School, and you can read his
informative report on pages 4 &
5. For an informed look at the
past , see page 6 for remarks that
former dean Jim Bond made at
the Law Alumni Society dinner.
Then , in appreciation and
recognition , we 're naming
names: from who's been on the
faculty (page 2), to who's led
the Board of Visitors (page 13),
to the more than 2,000 donors
who have contributed to the
school in the last 22 years
(pages 10, 11, 12).
N ext issue: Seattle University
Lawyer.

L
isted below are the men and women who have served on our faculty since the beginning. Names that appear in bold are those who
remain on the faculty today. For those who have moved on to other places, the last year of service at the Law School appears with the
person 's name, followed by current position.
1972
James Beaver

1975
Jeffry Bernstein, 1979

Partner, Coblentz Cahen
M cCabe & Breyer
San Francisco

Thomas Heitz, 1974
Librarian , National
Baseball Hall of Fame
Cooperstown , N .Y.

Denis Binder, 1980

Professor of Law
W estern New England
C ollege of Law
Springfield , htlass.

Thomas Holdych
Richard Settle
Anita Steele

Attorney at Law
New York , N .Y.

Professor of Law
Benjamin N . Cardozo
School of Law
Yeshiva University
New York , N .Y.

Frances Olsen, 1980

Professor of Law
University of C alifornia
Los Angeles

Maximilian Welker, 1983

John Weaver

Attorney at Law
Tacoma

Charles Wiggins, 1974
Professor of Law
University of San Diego

1973

I. Boyce Covington, III , 1979
Professor of Law
Wake Forest University
Winston- Salem, N.C.

A lan Kirtley, 1983

1985
Eric Chiappinelli

Sr. Vice- President &
General C ounsel
Northwest Airlines
St. Paul, Minn.

Anne Enquist

George Priest, 1978

George Stevens, 1980

John Mitchell

Samuel Calhoun, 1979

George Hauck, 1990

Donatd Cohen, 1983

1974
Douglas Branson

Partner, Gordon , Thomas,
Honeywell , Malanca,
Peterson & Daheim
Seattle

John La Fond
Sheldon Frankel

Mark R eutlinger

Bruce Meyers, 1985

Andrew Walkover, 1989

Attorney at Law
M ercer Island, \Vash.

deceased

Robert Snyder, 197 5

Deborah Maranville, 1990
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Thomas Richardson, 1990
Private practice , C airn cross

& Hempelmann

36

j
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1991

Geoffrey Watson

Pierre Schlag, 1990

Professor of Law
University of Colorado
Boulder, C olo.

Kellye Testy

David Skover

1992

1993
Patricia Hall C lark

1983
Mary Kay Barbieri, 1988

Patricia Dilley

C linical therapist
lvlt. Vernon, Wash.
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Julie Shapiro
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1990
Kenneth Wing
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Raven Lidman

C linical Professor
Uni versity of Washington
School of Law

John Strait

----;.
29

Professor of Law
Touro College - Jacob D.
F uchsberg L aw Center
Huntington , N. Y.

Attorney at Law
San Francisco

Women by % of total class.

Attorney at Law
Seattle

/
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Cecil Hunt, 1992

Professor of Law
\ Vestern State Uni versity
C ollege of Law
Fu llerton , C ali f.

David Roberts, 1985

I ' )~___ '_

17

Sidney DeLong

Edith Warkentine, 1982

William Oltman

-~
___

Annette C lark

Professor of Law
University of C incinnati

I

23

1989
Melinda B ranscomb

deceased
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\__,

Paula Lustbader

] . Christoph er Rideout
1982
J ean Braucher, 1988

1978
Marilyn Berger

retired

Professor of Accounting
U ni versity of W ashington

1977
Harlan Abrahams, 1982

C ommissioner of Transportation
Washington Utiliti es and
Transportation C ommission
O lympia

William Creech , 1993

David Engdahl

Jenifer Schramm

Professor of Law
Yale Law School
New Haven, C onn.

1988
J anet Ainsworth

1981
David B oerner

Richard Hemstad, 1983

1986

Betsy Hollingsworth

Laurel Oates

Donald Carmichael

George Nock

James Bond

1980

1976
Wallace Rudo lph

Profe ssor of Law
Washington & Lee University
Lexington , Va.

Associate Dean
Brigham Young University
J . Reuben C lark Law School
Provo, Utah

Associate Dean
Go lden G ate U niversity
School of L aw
San Francisco

C linical Professor
University of W ashington
School of L aw

Partner , Faegre & Benson
Denver, Colo .

]. Clifton F leming, 1975

Editor:
Joan Watt
Associate Dean
Managing Editor:
Carole Schaffner
Manager
Publications &
Information Services
Associate Editor:
Lucy Allard
Executive Director
Career Services &
Alumni/ ae Affairs
Contributors:
Brian McLean '94
Michael Shipley '88
Linda Zahrly

1984
Marci Kelly, 1992

Barbara Hoffman, 1983

Peter Tillers, 1978

T his is the last issue of the
P uget Sound Lawyer, published
by the Office of A lumni/ae Affairs, University of Puget Sound
School of Law.

1979
R. Ben Hirst, 1984
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Where you are
Our records show a presence in
every state (see totals on map),
but a decisive preference for the
Paciflc Northwest among our

gmdaat" lathe. Pacifi' Stat"
(Alaska, Catiforma, Hawan,
Oregon, Washington) there are 4 , 135
alums(84.8%).Another248(5 .1%) reside in the Mountain States (Arizona ,
Colorado , Idaho, Montana , Nevada,
New Mexico, Utah, Wyoming) . 492
grads (1 0.1 %) live in other regions.

Total C lass

D

Women

A significant trend in legal education is illustrated by this graph showing that
women constituted only 16% of the first UPS Law S chool class (59 of 368) ; by
1980, when the school moved to the Norton Clapp Law Center, 39% of the class
(139 of 358) were women; and in 1991 , women outnumbered men in the entering
class, 14 5 of 286 or 51 %. For the 1993 entering class, women numbered 131 of
305, or 43%.

Minorities by % of total class.
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T o tal Class

D

1VIino riti cs

Only 3. 5% of the class of 1973 were minority students (12 of 368); by 1980, the
number had risen to 31 of 466 (6.8%) . The 1993 class, the last to enter the UPS
School of Law , contained the largest number of minority students ever, 49 of 305,
or 16%.
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LAS PRESIDENT
APPLAUDS AcT I

WHAT HAvE WE DoNE
FoR You LATELY?

Looking forward to Act II . ..
A
t this year's Law Alumni/
ae Society Annual Dinner,
graduates, faculty and guests
were entertained by a night of
music, magic, and memories.
We honored the Law School 's
four deans and this year's distinguished graduates, Aaron
Owada '83 and Darcy
Goodman '75. If you were in
attendance, I am sure you would
agree that it was a splendid
evenmg.
This is my last opportunity
to address my fellow graduates
as president of the Law
Alumni/ae Society and I would
like to continue with one of the
themes of the Annual Dinner:
memories. At the dinner, I
analogized the current transition
as the end of Act I. The cur tains have closed; the lights in
the theater have raised. What a
fantastic first actl
Do you remember your moments on the stage during that
first act? Can you remember
how it was that you survived
the three or more years of becoming legally educated or what
was yo ur primary motivation
for going to law school? We
came to law school for a variety
of reasons and to fulfill a variety of dreams. We were all afford ed a tremendous opportunity through our association
with the University of Puget
Sound School of Law: an oppor-

Continuing services to law alums . .. ·

tunity to expand ourselves, to
enhance our families and the
communities in which we live,
and, in varying degrees, to contribute to law and justice in this
country.
Whether you leave the theater now or stick around for
Act II , you must admit that
your life has been forever
changed by yo ur appearance in
Act I. You were changed by the
professors that have dedicated
their careers to this Law School
and its students and graduates,
by the deans who have worked
faithfully to promote the school
to a position of prominence,
and by the graduates before and
after you who have brought
honor and distinction to the
school by their efforts and accomplishments.
It has always been an honor
for me to be associated with the
University of Puget Sound
School of Law and its graduates. It has also been a sincere
privilege to have served as
president of your Law Alumni/
ae Society . I thank you for that
opportunity.
And now, the curtain's going
up on Act II.
-Mike Shipley '88

T here are a number of benefits that alums have enjoyed at
the Law School, and these will
continue. Here's a reminder of
our services to yo u:
Complimentary Use
of Law Library
Hours are 7 a.m. to midnight
every day when classes are in session. Please call (206)591 -2975
for circulation and reference desk
hours, and for time schedules
during holidays and vacation
periods.
Complimentary
Course Audits
Alumni/ae may audit up to a
total of six credit hours free-ofcharge. Enrollment is on a
space -available basis and subject
to instructor approval. CLE
credit is granted by the Wash ington State Bar Association for
such enrollment. Career Services
also offers seminars for CLE
credit. Call (206)591-2265 for
more information. For a list of
course offerings for an upcoming term, call the Registrar's
Office at (206)591-2258.

Assistance in Hiring
If you have the need for a law
student or graduate, the Career
Services Office can help. The
Office will post notices daily,
and for graduate positions, include them on the weekly tele phone job hotline, and publish
them in a monthly employment
newsletter. Call Career Services
at (206)591 -2265 or fax your request to (206)591-6313.
Through the State WorkStudy Program, qualified legal
employers may hire workstudy-qualified students, with
the state reimbursing the employer for 65% of the student's
wages. For more information on
this program , call the Office of
Financial Aid , (206)591-2261.

Other Career Services
Resources
Alumni/ae interested in changing jobs are encouraged to contact Career Services for counseling assistance and resource rnaterials. Call (206)591-2265 to
schedule an appointment.

Employment Opportunities
Career Services publishes a
monthly job Board newsletter
listing current employment opportunities. It is sent free-ofcharge for the first 12 months
after graduation and is available
after that for a nominal subscription fee . To subscribe, call
Career Services at (206)591 2265. Announcements are also
recorded weekly on a telephone
hot line. Call (206)591 -2292.

Law School Events
Each year, the Law School hosts
legal scholars and practitioners
who discuss a wide range of
law -related issues. For events
scheduled for the current term,
call the Office of the Dean,
(206)591-2273.

Publications
The Lawyer is mailed to all
graduates three times a year by
the Alumni /ae Affairs Office. A
Directory of law school gradu ates is published every five
years with a supplement added
at the mid-point in the publication cycle. Alumni /ae may subscribe to the Law Review at a
graduate rate by calling
(206)591 -2995.

For a list of some new benefits
at Seattle University , see page 5.

LAW ALUMNI
SOCIETY HEADS

0

n January 28 , 1977, 35
persons (including Washington
Irving and Irving Washington)
met and signed a document
chartering The University of
Puget Sound Law Alumni Society "for the purposes of promoting the interests of its members,
increasing the value of their
professional education, furthering the contribution of the legal
profession to society, and, in the
accomplishment of these goals,
advancing the strength and
reputation of the University of
Puget Sound." Below are the
names of those who have served
as LAS president:

Andrew Becker and Desa Conniff
enjoyed the humor at their 1984-94
T en Year C lass Reunion & Rummage Sale.

The 1984 Ten Year Class Reunion & Rummage Sale Committee included:
seated (1. tor.), Carolyn Lee, Georgia Kravick , Mimi Castillo, Betsy
Verhey; standing, Pete Philley, Peter Goldman , Frank Smith , Landi
Lindell, Cheryl Bleakney, Ann Cook, Nancy Norton, Cliff Freed.

'H<I

·~ , 1

ll•·•mion •" llumma~o:·.,Sal"

78-79
79-80
80-81
81-82
82-86
86-87
87-88
88-89
89-90
90-91
91-92
92-93
93-94

Joseph Quinn '76
Lucy !saki '77
Peter Matty '77
John Wolfe '77
Jim Rupp '77
Mark Patterson '77
Aaron Owada '83
Tracy Faust '85
Aaron Owada '83
Jim Lopez '78
David Strout '79
Lynn French '86
Michael Shipley '88

On the cover:
Pictured on the steps of the
Temple of Justice in Olympia is
Bernardean Broadous '90, incoming president of the Law
Alumni Society. Formerly a
deputy prosecutor in King
County, Broadous currently
serves as deputy prosecutor for
Thurston County, where she
also chairs the county Stop the
Violence! campaign.

Kaleen Cottingham (left), joel
Mulder, Traci Goodwin, Dean Don
Carmichael, and Suzanne Carmichael
at the reunion.

John Cobb, William Schoel, and
the ghost of UPS Law Past at the
summertime reunion event.

Cheryl Bleakney (left) and Mary
Urbach enjoyed themselves at their
ten year class reunion.

l

Mimi Castillo and Nancy Hovis enjoyed some of the messages
from fellow- 1984 grads in the "Book of Memories."
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A NOTE TO OuR READERS FROM DEAN CARMICHAEL:
SoME THOUGHTS oN THE TRANSFER, oN AccREDITATION,
ON WoRKING WITH SEATTLE UNIVERSITY FoLKS . . .
Creative, enthusiastic, forthright . ..
I n talking with alums I find
they want to know the reasons
for our school's transfer to Seattle Uni versity, to find out how
things are goin g, and then want
to know, "W hat do yo u yeally
think about the transfer?" The
last is the easiest to answer. I
think it's the best thing that
could have happened to us. I'll
review the situ ation and you can
get a sense of why I'm so enthu siastic.
The transfer of t he Law
Schoo l res ults from a redefini t ion of goals by both UPS and
SU. For some years UPS has
rev ised portions of its structure
and programs to focus increasin gly on achieving the highest
q uality of undergraduate liberal
arts education . Rather than aidin g that goal, the L aw School' s
presence came to be seen as a
distraction, perhaps an impedi ment. During that same period,
SU act ive ly expanded its roster
of graduate and professional
programs so that the possibility
of adding a law school had become a highly desirable step in
its growth . During the summer
and fal l of 1993 the chief administrators and trustees of
both universities negotiated and
fina ll y agreed to transfer t he
spo nsorship of our Law School
from UPS to SU .
That was the background
when on November 8, 1993,
without any prior notice, we
were told about our transfer of
sponsorship to Seattl e U niversity. UPS has been sharpl y
criti cized for the lack of notice,
but I thi nk that if they had put
the deal out for public comment
it would have blown apart. The
Tacoma community and the en tire South Sound legal community will experience a major loss
when the Law School leaves,
and there co ntinue to be strong
fee lings locall y about the departure of our school and the way
t he ma tter was hand led. Because we had often wondered if
SU wou ld open its own law
school, the transfer immediately
made sense to us. After we met
the folks from SU it made even
more sense.
First Meetings
In our very first meetings with
Seattle University President Wil li am J. Sullivan, S.]. , and other
SU officials, it was obvious that
they had done their homework.
They knew a lot about the Law
School's operations and had
thought through the transfer
carefull y. They immediately assured us that the staff and facu lty
contracts wou ld transfer over to
SU, with fac ulty academic rank
and tenure intact, and with SU
matc hin g our pay and benefits as
closely as possible. They met
with students on the evening of
J ovember 8 to explain the transfer and most students were immediately hospitable to President
Sullivan and the other SU officials who spoke with them.

We share with SU the perspective that we must take good
care of our students during thi s
transition. The accred itors share
this view and stress that a
transfer period is a time for
spec ial soli citude for the uncertainti es that can befall students,
the most vulnerable parties to a
transfer. I think the students
are now uniformly enthu siastic
abo ut the transfer, the more so
when they learned that next
year' s tuition increase from SU
wou ld be 5.4% , by far the lowest in recent memory. O ur students who have had direct dealings wi th SU admini strators,
from President Sullivan dow n,
are very pleased with the treatment they've rece ived. Many
students, in fact, wish we could
move to SU immediately. A nd
like the fac ulty and myself, they
are convinced that free inquiry
at the Law School will rem ain
as strong and valued as ever.
Quick Overview
T o give you a quick overv iew of
the transfer, SU wi ll assume
sponsorship of the school on August 19, 1994, if the transfer is
approved by our accreditors, as
now seems sure to happen. We
will start the 1994 fall semester
under SU sponsorship, but will
continue to be located in our
present building under lease
from U PS until the fall of 1999.
By then SU will have gone
through the Seattle land use per mit processes, estimated to take
about three years, and wi ll have
constructed a new law school
building for us on its campu s in
Seattle. In contrast to our status
as a detached outrider of U PS all
these years, SU wants us on their
campus and integrated into their
academic enterprise and their
roster of grad uate programs .

Accreditation Processes
These were urgent , because
the American Bar Association
(ABA) and the Assoc iat ion of
American Law Schools (AA LS)
have year-long accred itation
cycl es, and mandatory provisions for the tran sfer of a law
sc hool. In November we were
almost too late to get into the
1993-94 cycle, and had we not
moved into action immed iately,
we could have spent a year without accreditation. lVlany of us
worked nearl y non -stop on the
accreditation from November
into early March, before we were
sure we were safely on board for
thi s year's accreditation cycl e.
The pressure of the work dur ing those months rem inded me
of being back in pri vate practice.
W e prepared extensive reports,
were in spected by separate team s
from ABA and AALS, and have
now presented our case four
times before variou s ABA committees at meetings in Florid a,
Kansas C ity, Indianapolis and
Minneapoli s. Either SU's President Sullivan or Provost
Eshelman were at all of those
presentations with me, and from
the grapev ine we have learned
that the ABA members are very
favorabl y impressed with SU
and its president and provost.
The ABA requires that we go
to provisional accreditation status for a whi le at the start of the
transfer period, even though we
are now fully accredited. During
this period of provisional accreditation our graduates will be
el igible to take any bar exam in
the country. It now appears assured that the transfer to SU wi ll
finall y be approved by the ABA
Hou se of Delegates at its New
Orleans meeting on August 9
and will take effect on August
19. The AALS wi ll all ow us to
retain full membership.
At this point let me make a

brief comment on the nature of
the AALS and the ABA lawschool-transfer rules that are being used in our case. These rules
have never been used in a situation such as ours. The only recent law school transfers were
unusual, one involving the transfer of a law school from Oral
Roberts University to a division
of TV -evangelist Pat Robertson's organization , and the other
involving the forced transfer of
the Bridgeport University School
of Law when that university was
about to enter receivership . That
law school was eventually taken
on board by Quinnipiac College .
Our advisor, D ean Kramer of
the Tulane University School
of L aw, was the advisor for both
of those transactions. Ours is
the first case where a strong law
school is being transferred
between two well established,
stable, solvent universities as
they redefine their missions.
The ABA and AALS expect
there will be a few more transfers
similar to ours, but we are the
first case to test the functioning
of their rules in "normal" circumstances. It has been an interes ting experience being a test
case.
Getting Acquainted with SU
Meanwhile, as time permitted
we were learning about SU and
beginning to fit into its pro cesses. A faculty-staff committee
worked for several months to
iron out issues of contracts, salary, benefits, and such, and we
even hired Rich Birmingham
'76 , as our own ERISA counsel
to guide us through that bramble
patch in good form. Immediately
after the announcement I asked
Dave Boerner to become my special liaison to the law faculty , because it was obvious my time
would be pre-empted by accreditation matters and I also wanted

hi s coun sel on many issues . He
and I dealt constan tl y at first
with SU ad mini strators, and
quickly came to view them in
ways now generall y shared
within the faculty and staff. Basicall y, the SU admini strators are
creative , enthu siast ic, forthright
people. They give and beget con fid ence and trust in their dealin gs
with others. These traits are the
personali ty of the SU administration , from President Sullivan on
down .
FiYst, the SU folks are tremendously enthu siastic about
having a law sc hool. They have
wanted one for man y years to
ro und out their co mpl ement of
grad uate programs, and they are
avid to exp lore the man y ways
we can in teract with their various programs and become an
integral part of their operati on .
Our faculty has reciprocated, so
much so that the immediate
task is to move del iberately so
facu lty don't set up numerous
un coordinated projects before
we can determin e our priorities .
Second , the S U fo lks are
wond erfull y coo perati ve people
to deal with . When we lay out
our issues and they lay out
theirs, we often arrive at more
creat ive solu tions than either of
us had ini t iall y thought of SU
has designated Virginia Parks,
professor of accounting and
former financial V-P, as special
liaison to the Law School for
the transition , and she is extraordinarily deft at gettin g nu merou s people to cooperate in
working throu gh complex issues
on short t ime lines.
- Continued on next page

Now on the drawing boards is a ceYtificate that wi ll link yoUY pYevious
UPS diploma to the school's new
sponsor, Seattle University. Bearing
the seal of Seattle Un iveYSity and
printed the same size as your diploma, it wi ll mahe an attractive
document when framed. Only gradu ates who request this document wi ll
Yeceive one, but we wi ll send infomwtion about how to reques t the Seattle
University certificate to all UPS law
graduates 011 ouy records. Until then ,
we've created this pYeliminary illustration to show you how the ceYtificate will looh.
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AND WHERE WE ARE ToDAY

There's a rekindled enthusiasm . ..
- Continued from last pageThird, SU is investing huge
amounts of time and effort by
their major administrators in
getting to know us and working
with us. SU President Sullivan
met with the law faculty in
small groups at a series of
lunches this spring, to get to
know them personally. There is
now a special office for SU official s among our third floor faculty offices.
Good Results
W e have seen many SU administrators here at the school since
November, with many good
results. As one example, this
spring some of our students
interested in public-interest law
arranged for SU financial vicepresident Denis Ransmeier to
come down to talk about a loanforgiveness program for our
graduates entering public-interest practice. I thought we could
never afford such a program, but
V- P Ransmeier had set one up at
Georgetown Law School when
he was business manager there
and he faxed the paper work to
our students before meeting with
them. H e was extremely enthusiastic about the students' ideas,
said we could set up a loan -forgiveness program , and obtained
President Sullivan 's agreement
for SU to match any funds raised
by our students this spring. That
program went from a non -starter
to a reality in one afternoon due
to V-P Ransmeier's visit with
our students.
The accreditation processes
were so intense that we had to

put many transition issues on
the back burner, but we will get
to them soon. One of the early
and most intriguing will be selecting a site on the SU campu s
for our new building, which has
now been narrowed to three or
four locales (3. 5 is how SU
sometimes puts it). With several
quite distinguished buildings
currently in planning or con struction on campu s, President
Sullivan says he wants a signature building for the Law
School. This fall should bring
the competition for a design architect and then the elaborate
detail of planning the building
and its financing.
Final Steps
At the Law School, we are now
in the final stages of admitting
our entering class for the fall se mester and that has gone very
well. W e must still go through
the final steps in the admission
process but it appears that we
will admit a class of normal size
and quality. Many have started
early by taking Criminal Law
this summer. In-state applications were up slightly this year,
which indicates that the transfer
to SU is regarded favorably in
Washington state, as news of it
has spread . O ut-of- state applications are down somewhat, but
this trend began before the transfer was announced, and so seems
attributabLe to national shifts of
law applicants.
I am presently serving as an
interim dean throu gh summer
1995. Our newly appointed

dean-search committee is now
starting a standard nationwide
search for a new dean to help
meet our challenges and develop our opportunities in the
years to come. W e hope to have
that person join us as our new
dean by mid-summer 1995.
Alumni/ae Issues
While a few alums, especially in
Tacoma and the South Sound
area, may be temporarily or permanently disaffected by the
transfer, my sense is that a strong
majority of alums have recognized what a good thing it is for
the L aw School. And we will
continue to be the same school.
All the faculty are on board for
the transfer- you can come visit
and find the old guard expatiating on their usual legal topics to
new generations of students as
perplexed as you once were.
I have been delighted at how
many alums view this transact ion as favorably as we do, and
especially at how many have
offered to help us progress . This
spring Associate Dean Joan
Watt created a new mentorship
program that appears hugely
successful among first- year stu-

UPS LAW DEANS

Heidi Mytinger '96 (left) listens
while Kit Narodick '87, associate
with Bogle & Gates, advises
Masako Cochran '94 at a Mentor
Program reception held in the
Weyerhauser Lounge.

T hese are the men who, as
dean, have done so much to
shape the education and charac ter of our Law School:
Joseph A. Sinclitico, January
1972- September 1976
Wallace M. Rudolph, September 1976- January 1980
Donald S. Cohen, Acting
Dean, January 1980- January
1981
Partner, Gordon, Thomas,
Honeywell, Malanca &
Daheim, Seattle
Fredric C . Tausend, January
1981 - June 1986
Partner, Preston Gates &
Ellis, Sea ttle
James E. Bond, June 1986 July 1993
Donald M . Carmichael,
Acting Dean, July 1993present

Alumni/ae Benefits
SU's attitude is that our law alums should keep all the benefits
they had with the Law School
and also receive all benefits that
SU alums have. A list of those
benefits appears on this page.
We are still working with our
and SU 's accreditors to see if
alums can have J.D . degrees reissued in the name ofSU. What
we can do immed iately (see story
on page 4) is to make available to
you a certificate declaring that
although you received a J.D .
from UPS, the school 's sponsorship has now been tran sferred to
SU and your degree should be
recognized as coming from the
school under the SU name. In
appearance the certificate is indistinguishable from a diploma.
When the transfer occurs on
August 19, we will be doing a
regional and national mailing
that will publicize our change of
sponsorship and name. From
those of yo u outside t he Western
W ashingto n region, we would

greatly appreciate any efforts to
help spread the news of our
change of affiliation.
Finally, I believe that the
prestige of your degree from this
L aw School will begin to rise
perceptibly along with our quality and repute. Over the course
of 22 years, we have worked to gether to develop a surpri singly
strong, high -quality law schoo l.
That was C hapter One, in which
we built the school to its present
strength despite an era of comparatively weak institutional
su pport. Now comes C hapter
Two. By great good fortune, we
now enter an era of extremely
strong institutional support with
Seattle U niversity .
On the Move
Anyone who is familiar with the
170 law schools nationwide
knows that never more than a
handful of schools are on the
move, strongly building their
quality, programs and reputation. A rekindled enthusiasm and
creativity in our faculty, staff and
students is being full y recipro cated by the administration and
faculty at SU. I confid ently predict that within a very few years
this school will stand out in that
small roster of law schools on the
move, and will be regarded as the
most rapidly developing law
school on the West Coast. Be
sure, please, to stay with us for
the fun.

FROM SEATTLE U TO YOU
Dean Don Carmichael

Nancy Bradburn-Johnson '83
(rig ht), a program attorney for the
King County Sup erior Court, explains the ropes to first-year student
Dawn Gardunia at the first Mentor
Program meeting.

dents; well over half of our firstyear class has been matched with
graduates.
Alums also stepped in to support students who were trying to
boost pro bono efforts and other
students who were setting up a
dispute resolution symposium/
CLE. These stronger linkages
with alums will be crucial during
the transition period.

T hese benefits and services enjoyed by SU alumni are available
to Law School alu mni beginning August 19. For more information
on all but the Connoll y Center, call the SU Alumni Relations Of. fice at (206)296 -6100.
• Memberships (at reduced rates) at the Connolly A thletic Center :
facilities include two full-sized gymnasiums for basketball, voll eyball , etc.; two swimming pools; weight room ; dance room; fi ve racquetball / handball courts; two squash courts; Astra Gym fieldhouse
with Astra Turf fl oor; saunas ; outdoor track; and a quiet exercise
room. Alumni/ae fees are $66 for 3 months or $210 per year. Call
(206)296-6400 for more information.
• Library privileges at Seattle U niversity's Lemieux Library.
• Career Networking and Job Placement Services.

Bryce Carlen '96 (left) and Michael
Hayden '76, S up erior Court judge
for King County, were greeted by associate dean joan Watt at the Mentor Program reception held in the
Law Cen ter atrium.

• Alumni Audit Program: audit of undergrad uate courses for nominal fee of $55 per class.
• Issues Conferences: free workshop sessions for alumni on subj ects
ranging from health and fitness to financial management.
• Invitations to a varied series of social and informational gatherings
including the Downtown and Eastside Alumni Breakfasts; and regional alumni events outside of Seattle.
• McGoldrick Alumni Scholarship Program for Seattle University
undergraduate students who are children of alumni.
• Life Insurance throu gh the National Education Alumni Trust and
Seattle University.
• Eligibility for US Bank VISA card issued in affiliati on with Seattle
University (proceeds benefit McGoldrick Alumni Scholarship).
•Alumni Travel Programs: Past trips have included such destinations as Europe, Mexico, the Caribbean and Alaska.

Attorney Suzanne Kendall '83
(left), gives Shelby Swanson '96
some advice about law school at a
Mentor Program reception.
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"WHAT MAKES A LAw ScHooL?"
Jim Bond talks to law alums about connections and challenges . ..
H
onored as special guests at
the Law Alumni Society Annual
Dinner in June were the four
men who have served as law
dean. In attendance were founding dean Joseph A. Sinclitico,
Jr; Wallace 1vi. Rudolph, who
served from 1976-80 and currently teaches at the school; and
James E. Bond, who served
from 1986-93 and remains on
the faculty. Fredric C. Tausend,
partner at Preston Gates & Ellis
in Seattle and dean from 198185, was unable to attend.
Jim Bond, who was asked to
speak for the deans, was introduced by LAS president Mike
Shipley '88.
"In 1986," Shipley said,
"James Bond came to Tacoma
to serve as the Law School's
fourth dean. Dean Bond worked
hard to define where the Law
School was going , to improve
and expand the curriculum, and
to improve the student body.
Now sometimes I took issue
with that because I was part of
the student body that he was
.
.
unprovmg.
"Nevertheless, I feel privileged and honored to call Jim
Bond a friend and have admired
the work that he has done with
the Law School. And now that
I have graduated and have a
business of my own and know
how important it is to have a
vision for that business, I see
what Jim was trying to do: define a vision for the Law School
and determine where we were
headed. And I think he pointed
us in the right direction."
Responding for the deans,
Bond said:
"Like a lot of people , I have,
over the last year, given a lot of
thought to: 'What makes a law
school ?'
"And in trying to answer
that question, I realized that
there are some things that do
not make a law school. Books
and walls do not make a law
school. I realize the library is
very important. And certainly
the building is very important.
But a law school is not books
and walls.
"We have also learned in the
past year that it is not the parent or sponsoring institution
that makes a law school.
"Just as books and walls
make a great difference, parent
and sponsoring institutions can
also make a great difference.
That is why we are all looking
forward to becoming a part of
Seattle University- a university
that is committed to graduate
education, and not only committed to graduate education
but willing to support it and
enthusiastic about its affiliation
with this Law School because of
its recognition that a quality
law school can enhance the intellectual environment of the
university community, can enhance the stature of the university with which it is affiliated,
and can enable it to serve the
South Puget Sound community
that nourishes it. And so we're
all very excited about that future.

"So a law school's not walls,
it's not books, it's not the sponsoring or parent institution.
"What is it? It's people.
"It's people like you and me.
People who have shared a common experience though each of
us has lived that experience
uniquely.
"And as a consequence, we
are all related to each other in
most astonishingly different, en riching, rewarding, and, yes, occasionally frustrating and irritating ways.
"As students and as faculty,
we're related as mentors, as
members of car pools and study
groups, moot court teams, intramural teams, law review.
"And, after you graduate you
continue to be related to each
other and to the faculty and to
the staff. Again, in an extraordinary variety of ways: as partners, as employers, as adversaries, as adjunct professors, as
guest speakers, as boosters, as
contributors.
"I must confess I felt a little
guilty tonight when I looked
around at this audience and
thought of all of the pockets I
have reached into over eight
years.
"Fred Tausend, who
couldn't attend, asked that I
share this with you. He wrote:
'During the 21 years of its existence, the University of Puget
Sound School of Law established an admirable, indeed an
enviable, record due, above all,
to the impressive record and
achievement of its graduates. A
record that will continue to
grow in distinction for years after the school has moved to Seattle.'
"And Darcy (Goodman) and
Aaron (Owada) are examples of
the kinds of graduates who have
made this school what it is and
who will continue to be important to this school as we move
to Seattle.

''I'd like to think the deans
are also part of the people who
make up the Law School.
Short! y after I came, Judge
(Eugene) Wright said that he
thought that this Law School
had been very fortunate to have
just the right team for every
moment of its history. I want to
be quite clear that he said that
at the outset of my deanship so
that you won't hold him responsible for 100% accuracy in
that statement. But he was
clearly right about my three
predecessors.
"I cannot imagine the challenge of establishing a law
school. Just to give you some
idea of the challenge that faced
Joe Sinclitico, let me relate to
you how he induced Anita
Steele to come here as the librarian. Although Anita is not
a graduate of this Law School,
like many of our graduates, she
returned to law school in her
late thirties. And then she went
to graduate school and she was
ready to become a librarian. Joe
contacted her and he brought
her to Tacoma and he showed
her a hole in the ground. And
he said, 'This is your library.'
Now, somehow, he persuaded
her to come here and to build a
library. And he had to do that
with all of the founding faculty
and with so many other things.
It's extraordinary that he not
only got this Law School up
and running but that he, with
some considerable assistance
from Professor Beaver at a critical point in time, secured the
accreditation of the Law School.
I think that's a magnificent
achievement.
"Wally Rudolph came at a
time when some very important
decisions had to be made.
Where was the Law School going to be located? What was the
building going to look like?
What kinds of academic stan-

dards were we going to impose
on ourselves as a faculty in
terms of promotion and tenure?
"Over the years that I was
dean, as I looked back over
things that had happened before, I came to the conclusion
that Wally and his colleagues
made the right decision on every one of those questions and
that's no small accomplishment.
"Fred Tausend brought
enormous energy to this institution. (In addition to) all of the
program expansion that occurred during Fred's tenure, he
also lent a credibility to the institution because of his own
stature in the profession, particularly with those practicing
law. That was a major contribution.
"By the time I came, the
foundation was laid. It was my
great good fortune that the
natural maturation of the school
and the dedicated work of the
faculty and staff made it possible for us to secure national
recognition in a lot of significant areas. We also were able to
hire a new generation of faculty
who, in my judgment, are as
good as the founding faculty
and that is a very high standard
to meet.
"So I think that we have
done very well as an institution.
I think that we are all very,
very proud to be associated
with it. And I know that we're
all going to continue to support
it.
"I do want to call your attention to some other deans.
There have been two interim or
acting deans in the history of
this Law School. Each of them
has also made important contributions to the school. The
Dons: Don Cohen and Don
Carmichael. Don Cohen served
in the 1980-81 academic year
and he had some very difficult

Darcy Goodman '75, honored this year as a Distinguished Law Graduate ,
brought her family to the celebration. She is shown here with husband Tom
Leavitt '75 , nephew josh (left), son Alex, and daughter Adrienne, at the 1994
Law Alumni Society dinner.

Honored at the LAS dinner as one of
two Distinguished Law Graduates
was Aaron K. Owada '83 , pictured
here with his wife , Mae.

1994 graduates (clockwise from rear center) Brian McLean, Julie Yari,
Vonda Sargent, Elizabeth Woody, Claire Hassler, Yumi Peterson, and
John Casey took a night away from studying for the bar to attend the 1994
Law Alumni Society dinner.

challenges. Some of them simply involved moving into the
new facility. That was an extraordinary crisis for a whole
variety of reasons. He also had
some personnel decisions to
make. And one of those decisions was to hire Joan Watt.
Now the rest of us come and
go, but Joan stays. She has
served longer than any of the
permanent or acting deans of
the Law School. She's also
made some enormous contributions and I think we ought to
recognize her.
"And what can you say
about Don Carmichael? Don
agreed to be acting dean thinking that he would have a year
or perhaps two in which he
could help the faculty and the
staff to make some important
decisions. He had no idea, absolutely no idea, what lay ahead
for him. I know Joe had enormous problems as a founding
dean, but I don't think any
other dean at the Law School
since Joe has faced the multiplicity and complexity of challenges that Don Carmichael has
faced in this last year. And
whatever may be true about my
tenure and Judge Wright's
comment, I am absolutely convinced that Don Carmichael
was the right person for the unexpected challenge of this transition.
"So, we will continue to be
associated in many extraordinary and remarkable ways. And
I hope that, in some one of
your connections with this Law
School, you can identify some
aspect of that experience and
say, as I would say about my
tenure as dean, that it has been
the most rewarding and challenging professional experience
of my life. Thank you very
much."

Former deans (I. to r.) ] oseph A
Sinclitico , fames E. Bond, and
Wallace M. Rudolph were honored
guests.

The I-lon. Gerry Alexander got some
after-dinner instruction from magician
Steffan Soule at the festive event.
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DISTINGUISHED GRAD
DARCY GooDMAN '75

A grad who is No. 1 in service .. .

Down-to-earth judge . ..

A

member of the first class
to enter the UPS Law School , the
Hon. Darcy C. Goodman '75 ,
was honored as a Distinguished
Law Graduate for 1994. Elected
to the Seattle District Court in
1986, she is Assistant Presiding
Judge in the King County District Court.
Formerly a staff attorney for
the Puget Sound Legal Assistance Foundation and an assistant attorney for the City of Seattle, her first judicial experience began in 1983 when she
served as court commissioner at
the Airport District Court,
commonly known as the Southwest District Court. She has
been on the King County District Court bench since 1987,
serving as Presiding Jud ge in
the Seattle Division in 1988,
1990 and 1992.
In presenting Goodman the
award at the Law Alumni Society dinner, Bernardean
Broadous '90, formerly a prosecutor with the King County
Prosecutor's office, noted that
she had the "honor of practicing before (Judge Goodman)
when I started out in the Seattle
District Court. And it was wonderful because she brought, and
brings, to the bench no non sense. She gets right to the issue
and she wants to know what is
the applicable law. And whi le
she wastes no time, she also is
down-to-earth. She brings a
sensitivity to the bench that is
appreciated by the many attorneys who appear before her ."
A 1971 graduate of the Un iversity of Oregon, Goodman
was awarded the Reginald
Heber Smith Community Law
Fellowship and was a founding
member of the Women's Law
Caucus. In 1979, she served as
president of the Seattle-King
Coun ty chapter of Washington
Women Lawyers, and from
1986-89 served on the Business
and Professional Women Steering Committee of the Jewish
Federation of Seattle. She has
been a member of the Board of
Governors of the Washington
State District Court Judges Association si nce 1987.

DEDICATED VoLUNTEER
AARON OWADA '83

Married to T om Leavitt
'76 , Goodman called her family
"my most important personal
accomplishment," adding that
"not only has Tom served as
my campa1gn manager, more
importantly, we have worked
out the complex balance of family and career together . My
children, Alex and Adrienne,
and my nephew Josh are my
greatest sources of pride."
Among her other accomplishments, she lists establish ment of an employment pro gram that provides vocational
training and employment within
the King County District Court
for developmentally disabled in dividuals.
She has furthered the reputation of the Law School t hrou gh
her work with the King County
Bar Association , the Washington State Bar Association, and
as an officer and a member of
the Board of Governors of the
Washington State District
Court Judges Association.
In accepting the award,
Jud ge Goodman said:
"Over 20 years ago, I was a
member of the first class of a
brand new law school. It seems
fitting tonight, as the law school
faces an important transition in
its history, that this award be
given to one of its first class
members . We graduates of UPS
Law School have a great deal to
be proud of And tonight I rep resent all of you.
"The law school has given a
number of people the opportunity to have a diverse and
meaningful legal career. And
my career is just one example."
Concluding , she said: " I look
forward to a lifetime association
with the Law School and I am
deeply honored to receive this
award ."

A

1983 cum laude graduate
of the Law School who has
served for a decade in the Attorney General's Offi ce, Aaron
Owada, was co- recipient of the
Distinguished G raduate of 1994
award presented at the annual
banquet in June.
Noting that Owada has
"demonstrated service to his
community, professional integrity, and service to the L aw
School for a number of years,"
Peter Camiel '82 recited a
number of accomplishments of
one of the Law School' s most
dedicated supporters.
"Following Law School,
Aaron went to work for the Attorney General's Office where
he has distinguished himself
C urrently , he is workin g in t he
Labor and Industries Division
of that office and, in a recent
37 -day trial, he prosecuted a
case that resulted in 21 willful
health and safety violations, ob taining the largest monetary
penalty award for health and
safety violations ever issued in
this state against an asbestos
abatement contractor .
"Until 1985, he served in the
Attorney General' s Office, Human Rights Division, where he
represented the Washington
State Human Rights Commission and the Office of Minority
Women Business E nterprises.
He litigated cases involving em ployment , real estate, and insurance discrimination . From
1985-90, he served in the Corrections Division of the Attorney General's Office, where he
was chief legal counsel to the
Parole Board, represented the
Governor's Office in extradition

hearings, defended correctional
employees in federal court , represented the Corrections Division in labor, personnel and dis crimination cases, and success fully argued three cases before
the Washington State Supreme
Court.
"Aaron has demonstrated his
service to this L aw School by
serving for two terms on the
Law Alumni Society, where he
was both president and vice president. L ast year, he was appointed to the Board of Visitors.
"In 1984, Aaron began the
bar prep courses that are put on
by the Law Alumni Society,
courses that continue today to
help third year students prepare
for the bar examination. A nd he
remains an active participant in
the Mock Bar and Moot Court
programs at the law school,"
Carnie! noted.
In addition to raising two
children with hi s wife, Mae,
Aaron has been active with
young people in his community.
As a Tae Kwon Do instructor,
he works to instill self-confidence and to teach hi s students
positive mental attitudes as a
way of life. A second-degree
black belt, he is a senior instructor at a martial arts studio
in Olympia.
Among his other professional
activities, Aaron co-founded a
national organi zation of attorneys representing state OSHA
plans, and he is cu rrently a
member of a federal task fo rce

First professor fames Beaver (left)
and first dean j osep h Sinclitico reminisced at the 1994 Law A lumni Society dinner.

that is setting a national litigation and enforcement strategy
for OSH A.
H e has served on the board
of the Puget Sound Legal Assistance Foundation for 10 years,
serving as president for five.
A 1979 grad uate of International C hristian University in
Tokyo , Owada is currently vice
president of the Japanese
American C itizen L eague . H e is
legal counsel for the Pacific
Northwest Region of the JAC L.
In accepting the award,
Owada said:
"I am very deeply honored.
You know my gratitude goes to
the L aw School for giving me
the opport unity to be here . My
parents were raised at the time
when World War II broke out
and they were interned for fi ve
years of their lives because of
their nationality. And when I
told them many years ago that I
wanted to go to law school,
they said, 'Well , maybe yo u
should think of something else.
Maybe you are not quite smart
enough . Maybe yo u 're not quite
good enough.' And I always
carri ed that baggage along with
me. So when I received a letter
of acceptance to law school, signifying that I would be given
the opportunity to serve m y
community through the practice
of law, I was deeply honored
and deeply moved.
"I have been so grateful,
working with people like Associate Dean Joan Watt and
(former) Dean Jim Bond, all of
the professors, and most importantly, all of my classmates who
have given me so much emotional sup port.
"So I would like to thank
you from the bottom of my
heart for giving me the opportunity to be part of this distin guished Law School, to be part
of you. And as we make this
transition from UPS to SU, I
hope that people always recognize that at the core, the school
is still us . And no matter what
the name is, it was built on our
blood, tears and sweat, and it
will always be us."

ALUMNI SOCIETY
HONORED GRADS
E ach year since 1986 members of the Law Alumni Society
have voted to honor one or two
graduates for outstanding accomplishments. Recipients of
the Law Alumni Society Distinguished Law Graduate Award
have included:

B ernardean Broadous '90, incoming president of the Law Alumni So ciety , brought Willis Daniels to the
evening of "Memories , Magic, and
Music."

Th e Trans ition Musicians performed a rousing rendition of "Oh Susannah" for
the final University of Puget Sound Law A lumni Society dinner, reminding all
that: "We're going to Sea ttle U." Pictured (1. to r.) are: Laurel Oates , Mark
Reutlinger, Bill Oltman , S heldon Frankel, Melinda Branscomb, Pat Dilley ,
john Weaver, and Ginger Weaver.

1994 Darcy Goodman '75 and
Aaron Owada '83
1993 Art Wang '84 and
J esse Wineberry '86
1992 Jane Noland '75 and
Terry Sebring '74
1991 J ames R upp '77
1990 Karen Seinfeld '77
1989 Charlotte Chalker '77
1988 Rebecca Roe '77
1987 L u cy !saki '77
1986 James Street '76
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IN A FINE FINALE, U.N. AMBASSADO R ALBRIGHT
SPEAKS oF RESPONSIBIL ITY IN OuR TIME
Last UPS Law Commencement was a bow to the future . ..
I n a celebration that the
TacomaNews Tribune characterized as "more like a wedding
than a funeral," the last Com mencement of the University of
Puget Sound School of Law was
a festive occasion featuring a
speech by the United States
Ambassador to the United Nations, remembrances from a
founding faculty member, and
witty remarks from a departing
law graduate. When the last of
225 graduates marched across
the stage at the UPS Field
House on May 15, joining some
5,060 earlier graduates, the era
of legal education under the
name of UPS was over. Asked
by the News Tribune to com ment, founding professor James
Beaver said it all: "We're just
changing the name. It's the
same law school. I see no reason
why I should be shedding
tears."
In an eloquent speech that
spoke about what it means to
be an American and the importance of affirming the more
hopeful sides of our nature,
Ambassador Madeleine Korbel
Albright told the graduates that
"to be an American is not a
burden, it is a trust. And un derstanding liberty means more
than understanding and asserting our own rights; it means
speaking out and standing up
for the rights of others ."
Albright said that hers was
"a typical American story."
"I am here because 45 years
ago , when the Communists
seized power in Czechoslovakia,
my family was able to find refuge in the United States. At the
time, my father was representing the Czech Government at
the U nited Nations. So I am a
true chi ld of the Cold War and
of the UN. And although anyone wou ld be proud to represent America at the United Nations , I am especially proud.
And I am especially conscious
of what America means to
people around the globe.

"This past year, I visited
Cambodia, El Salvador,
Mozambique and South Africa.
In each, democracy is a powerful healing force. In each, populations long ground down by
poverty or repression have responded with courage to the
call of freedom. In each, the
driving principles at work have
'made in America' written all
over them ."
She said that "the eloquence,
genius, blood, and muscle of
those who built our country inspired faith around the world.
For two centuries, we have been
exporters of human hope."
Addressing the graduates directly, she said:
"You- the class of 1994will represent a new generation
of Americans in a world of
great turbulence and constant
change- a world of heroes and
horrors- a world where the
boulder of superpower rivalry
has been lifted, only to reveal a
viper's nest of lesser conflicts
beneath.
"To find our way in this new
world , we will need- as
Washington's former Senator
Henry Jackson always reminded
us- a vigorous and versatile national defense.
"We will need- as any Seattle businessperson or dock
worker could tell us- an open
and mutually beneficial system
of international trade.
"We will need- as any
Puget Sound fisherman could
tell us- strong stewardship of
the environment.
"We will need- as any parent or grandparent could tell
us- schools of which we can be
proud.
"And we will need- as your
career choice attests- dedication
to the rule of law.

"We have but to scan the
horizon to see the terrible price
of lawlessness and intolerance in
the world today- the savagery
of ethnic cleansing; the terror of
rape used as a weapon of war;
orphans divided according to
ethnicity, one group spared, the
other murdered in cold blood.
"Law separates human civilization from chaos.
"Law marks the dividing line
between national expression and
nationalist obsession.
"My father served once as
Ambassador from what is now
the former Czechoslovakia to
what is now the former Yugo slavia. He grew up amidst na tionalistic passions. And he described them as 'a permanent,
vital and influential force for
good and evil.'
"The Nazis built an ideology
around ethnic purity and perpe trated a Holocaust. Communists
tried to erase ethnic identity
and create the illusion that we
are all the same . Both concepts
are alien to us. For we are a na tion of immigrants. We know
that ethnic pride can be the
custodian of rich cultural legacies; it can unite people in defense of a common good; and
provide a sense of identity and
belonging that stretches across
territory and time.
"But we also know that when
pride in 'us' curdles into hatred
of 'them,' vision narrows and
violence is compelled. As we

saw in Europe a half century
ago, as we have seen in
America with the Ku Klux
Klan, and as we see in Serbia
today, at the far fringe of ethnic
pride is fascism.
"No one is born prejudiced.
Prejudice is learned and all too
often taught. It is a byproduct
of personal insecurity and lack
of social faith . And it is all too
human.
"Fortunately, there is a protection against this all too human attribute .
"It is called the law."
In describing some of the
work being done at the United
Nations, Ambassador Albright
underscored our "supporting
with money, evidence and expertise, the work of the War
Crimes Tribunal for former
Yugoslavia."
"Clearly, the Tribunal will
not revolutionize human behavior," she said. "It will not stop
all aggression; it will not end
war crimes; but it will at least
place the force and prestige of
international law squarely on
the side of the victims of this
conflict and it will make peace
within Bosnia more likely; for
true reconciliation will only be
possible if collective guilt for
the atrocities is expunged and
individual responsibility assigned."

Warning against pessimism
and despair, she advised: "Let
us not, in studying history, get
our lessons wrong."
"There is not a page of
American history of which we
are proud that was authored by
a cynic or a prophet of despair," she said. "We are doers.
And we are not about to turn
our backs on those in other
lands who share our aspirations
for freedom, peace and what
President Clinton has called
'the quiet miracle of a normal
life."'
In her final charge to the
graduates, she said:
"We have a responsibility in
our time, as others have had in
theirs, not to be imprisoned by
history, but to shape it; to build
a world not without conflict,
but in which conflict is effectively contained; a world, not
without repression, but in
which the sway of freedom is
enlarged; a world not without
lawless behavior, but in which
the interests of the law-abiding
are progressively more secure .
"That is our mission as we
enter this new era. That is your
assignment as you enter your
new life."

Leading the faculty into the Field
House for the 1994 UPS Law School
commencement exercises are
Acting Dean Don Carmichael and
U.N. Ambassador Madeleine
Albright .

Prof. Janet Ainsworth received
a F acuity Award at the 1994 UPS
Law School commencement exercises.

Prof. julie Shapiro was one of two
Faculty Award recipients.
Prof. David Skover, after leading the
audience in a rousing "Happy Birthday " greeting to U. N . Ambassador
Madeleine Albright, thanked her for
being with us on her birthday. She , in
turn , called the group -sung greeting a
"once-in-a-lifetime experience."

A cting Dean Don Carmichael intro duced B rian McLean , student
speaker for the final UPS Law
S chool commencement.

Signs of the past and future at the 1994 Law School commencement ceremonies: S eattle University President William]. Sullivan , S.]., invited by the
graduation committee to give the Benediction, sits beneath the seal of the University of Puget Sound . Also on the podium are ( r. to 1.): Associate Dean Joan
Watt , Acting Dean Don Carmichael, and Prof. Sidney DeLong.

Seattle attorney Anne Albright (left) came to the ceremonies to hear her husband, Prof. G eoffrey Watson , introduce her mother, U.N. Ambassador
Made leine Albright, who gave the commencement address .
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WHEN IS AN EDUCATION LIKE A SINGAPORE CANING? ~~;:'A,'I I i~'~~

In a law student's commencement speech, of course . ..
He delivered not only the last,
but one of the most delightful and
shortest ever of student speeches
at commencement of the University of Puget Sound Law School.
Here is an excerpt from the words
of Brian McLean '94. Read it
and remember.

B ecause the school is being
purchased by a Jesuit--or
Catholic- institution it seems
only appropriate that I now
make a confession. Father
Sullivan from Seattle University
was standing in the Field House
parking lot one hour before
commencement, admiring a latemodel automobile, and
that automobile belonged to
President Pierce, and I sold it
to Father Sullivan ....
I asked, and apparently the
school is unwilling to pay me
for this speech. So I have decided to keep it short and put
very little thought into it. How ever, this is easy. For three
years I have written exams that
are long-winded, disorganized,
miss the main issues, and end
like a half-completed roadway
over a deserted canyon - and I
was not paid to write these ex ams. I see no reason to change
now .

Ambassador Albright, distinguished guests, faculty, graduates , family & friends, federal
agents, it is a great honor to be
standing before you today to
say farewell to law school, and
to help us all pull together as a
community to bury our academic careers, and to bestow a
disturbed blessing upon peers
who are already leaders of their
generation and are developing
into leaders of tomorrow 's generations as well. I exhort you,
my fellow classmates, to go out
into the world and do good by
enlisting in causes that help society do something for someone
less fortunate than you. Additionally, I exhort you to believe
in UFO's.
Also, support me today in
my fight to make the wealthy
pay its fair share of the taxes .
Then , if one day we become
wealthy , join me in a fight to
change the system again.
What was law school like?
I thought long and hard
about this. I suppose the closest
analogy to law school is that of
a caning in the Singapore penal
system . It hurts, it leaves scars,
it has very little relation to the
real world, and the British
started it.

However, we should fee l fortunate after three years of law
school to have earned the privi lege of beginning this healing
process, and of returning to
some kind of normal existence,
whatever a normal existence is.
No matter how fortunate I
should feel about the future,
however, there is a dull ache in
my stomach, an unsettled feeling that perhaps today I am not
so fortunate. It would be superfluous to say that this is the
happiest moment in my life . I
am fifty-thousand dollars in
debt, I don't have a job, I am
thirty-two, and I still live at
home with my parents.
Many of us today are overwhelmed by the job search that
lies before us. A lthough we had
the best credentials ever of any
class to enter the University of
Puget Sound Law School, the
job market for lawyers and law
graduates is at a low ebb right
now. I pulled this representativ e
Classified Ad out of the Tacom a
News Tribune this morning:
Wanted: Leaf Raker at
Washington State Mental Hospital. Experience Necessary.
Law school graduates need not
apply.

I want to say a few words
about the move and sale of the
law school. In 1908 my grandmother was at the opening-day
parade for Stadium High School
in Tacoma. My dad grew up
and went to high school in
Tacoma. So I have roots here.
On the other hand, I grew up
in Seattle and received my
bachelor of arts degree from Seattle University. So you see, I
have mixed feelings about the
move of the Law School.
Tacoma is a wonderful town,
with much natural beauty, a
long history, and great opportunities for the future. At Seattle
University, my grades were
higher and the classes were
easier. Tacoma will survive
without a law school, because it
has so much more to offer. It is
in the midst of its own renaissance. The Law School will get
better, too, with Seattle University's support, especially if the
classes become easier and the
grades higher. Let's stop talking
about losers; let's put the sale
and move behind us and focus
again on the positive . As graduates, let 's ask Seattle University ·
for a second diploma and an
upward grade adjustment on
our transcripts . I think it's

about time we were all in the
top 20 percent.
No commencement would
ever be complete without a
heartfelt thank-you expressed to
the family and friends and federal agents who have supported
us and endured the pain of having a loved one in law school.
You should feel honored today
as well ... .
In closing, we are known by
the company we keep. And for
the past three years, I have kept
company with some of the finest, smartest, most sensitive and
caring individuals I have ever
met. It has been an honor to be
a part of your lives, and to be a
member of the last class of the
University of Puget Sound
School of Law. I will miss you ,
Class of 1994. God bless you,
and, to quote Doug Llewellen
of People 's Court, "Remember,
if you get into a dispute with
someone, don't take the law
into your own hands . Take 'em
to court."
Thank you.

Tricia Heffernan received a con gratulatory bouquet from her niece,
Madeleine, following the law commencement ceremonies.
Prof David Boerner congratulates
1994 graduate Karen Watson and
son Alexander .

Dan John son was one of many graduates interviewed by reporters from Seattle
TV stations and local newspapers, attracted in part by the novelty of a gradu ation that "brings down the gavel for UPS."

Cheryl Dupras was ready to celebrate
with husband jim.

1994 graduate Denise Strong came prepared.
Grads Julie Y ari and Brian McLean and both families celebrated after the
1994 UPS Law School commencement exercises.
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IN TWENTY -TWO YEARS
SOME TWENTY-TWO HUNDRED STAUNCH SUPPORTERS
Big gifts and small. . .
A. T. No rman Co.
William Abbott ·so
A BC- Lega l Messengers, Inc.
t\B C Printers
Da vid Abercrombie '75
Ga ry Abolofia '75
john Abolofia '74
Acme Inte rcit y Fre ightlin es

joseph Adams 'S5
'vVilliam G. Adams ·so
Ri chard Agnew '79
Theresa Ahern 'S4
James Aiken '75
John Alden '79
Gerry Alexander
Alan t\lhadeff
Rand y A liment 'SO
Lucy Allard
C harl es Allen '79
Donald A ll en 'S1
Frank Alley Ill '76
Peter Allison '76
Lauri e A ltenbu rg 'S4
Ed na A lton
Ll oyde Alton '7S
Jo A nne Burke Alumbaugh '7S
Ell sworth Alvord Ill
Robi n Herz fe ld Amadei 'S 1
Joe Amaro 'S2
American Bar Association
A merican Pl ywood Association
r\meri ca n States Insu rance

Signe A ndersen '88
Beve rl y A nderson 'S4
Donald Anderson '78
Eva lyn Anderson 'S5
James Anderson '75
julie A nderson '85
Nancy Ja cobson A nderson

Paul Anderso n '83
N ikki A nd erso n-Randall '75
Sa ndra Berman Andina '75
J . David and Helen Andrews
William Angle '79
jon Anthony '82
Tracy An tl ey '85
Lane Archibald '77
Victor Arch ibong '80
Arch itect ural Woods

Ben B. C hen ey Foundation
John Bender Jr. '85
Donald Bennett 'S6
Steven Bennett '85
Walter Bennett Jr.
Lynda Frazier Benson '79
C arol Bernasconi 'S5
John Bernhard Jr. '79
Betzendorfer Deutscher Granoski
j eanne Betzendorfer '84
David Bierman 'S4
Allan Bill ett
Thelma Hardy Billett
judith Bill in gs '87
G lenn Binder ·so
Charles and Barbara Bingham
Hugh Birgenheier '84
Ri chard Birmingham '78
lvloe Birnbaum '76
Pamel a Pearson Bissell
Daniel Bissonnette
Douglas Bitar '78
j ohn Black '85
T err y! Black '85
Timothy Black '82
Walter Ben Blackett '76
Alice Blado '84
jonathan Blado ' 77
Carol yn Blair
A lice Blanchard '84
Arthur Blau velt lll '77
Cheryl Bleakney '8 4
Steven Bobman '77
Sandra Bobrick 'SO
:Vlichael Bocianowski '76
Boedecker Company
Pamela Harned Boehm
William Boehm '75
The Boeing Compan y

Edwin Bare

j oseph Daniel Bariault '82
Geo rge Barker
Lynn Barker '84
lvlary Ann Barkshire 'S2
N icholas Barnes '89
Scott Baroway 'S7
M . Coll een Barrett 'S2
Ca rri e Bashaw '90
Eli za beth and Henry Bassett
joan Bassingthwaighte '81
C heryl Bateman '84
Ri ck Bathum '77
Shirl ey Wall Battan '76
~vl argu e rit e

Bau er '82

Mar il yn and Robert Beal e
Barbara Beat ty '8S
William Beatty 'S4
james Beave r
William Becker '75
Larry Beckner '76
Susan Beebe '84
William Beecher '75
Ethel Beechwood
H enr y Beerman '76
joel Beerman '74
N anc y Hillie r Beerman

P. Craig Beetham '89
Sandra and H. Thomas Behny
Robert and Amy Beil
Ralph Beistline '74
L isabeth Belden 'S7
Bruce Bell '79
Kenneth Bell '84
j err y Belur '79

Patrick Burns '7S
The Burr Associates
Gay le Bush '76
James Bush '77
Robert Bush '77
Peter Butch Ill '84
Nancy Cahill 'S4
Kathl een Walsh Caldwell 'S1
Hana Callaghan '83
Esther and 01 iver Call son
Peter C arnie! '82
Cammarano Brothers

Arabella Campbell 'S4
Gilbert Campbell '79
'vVest Harrison Cam pbell '78
John Canary Jr. 'S2
Frank C arber '83
joseph Cardoza '75
Kevin Carey '83
Dale Carlisle
John Carlson '78
Ma rk Carlson 'S7
Ronald Carlson '82
Carman :tvlanufacturing Co .

G . Paul Carpenter '7S
Robert Carpenter 'S2
Ju stin and Karen Carr
j. Thomas Ca n·ato ' 78
Linda McGuffee Carter '78
Da vid Carver '80
Carol C ase '87
D ennis C asey 'S4
Kev in Casey '77
Robert Casey '81
j effrey C ashman '7S
Paul Cassel '78
Janet Castaneda '84
Robert Casteel '77
Em ili a C astillo '84
Kameron Cayce '75
Thomas Cena Jr. '75

Jarn es and Georgana Bond

Robert Bonnar '7S

Michael Barckley '77
Carol yn Barden '81

Elosie Burn s

Bogle & Gates
Roger Bogue 'S4
David Bohr '79
George and Eloise Boldt
George and Janet Boldt
Eugene Bolin Jr. 'SO
Edward Bollenbeck
Ri chard Bollenbeck '83

Bonneville, Viert, Morton &

Frances Bannowsk y '82
Bar Rev iew Assoc iates of
Washington

Barre Burgan '79
Stephen Burke '74
Thomas G . Burke '75
Thomas S. Burke '85

Cartozian & So ns

Robert Armstrong '76
Ped er A rneson '78
Robin A ron son '89
ASA RCO Foundation
Dennis Ashman '80
B. A. lvlc Kenzie & Compan y
john Babcock '85
Ja ydee Bachman 'S5
J·Jelen Bacon '89
Scott Bader 'SS
Baer, Barker, & Na ngle
Mark Bahn '75
C athar yn Baird '74
Frank Ba ker '76
Ga ry Baker 'S6
Ralph Baldwin Ill '76
i\ellie Ball Trust Research Fund
Pao Ball '83
Patri ck Ball ew '86
Bank & O ffice Interiors
The Bank of C alifornia
BankAmerica Foundation

Burgess , Ke nnedy & Fitzer

David and Barbara Boerner

C hri st in e Armstrong '82

Ga il Holcomb Banks '83

Jack Bullock II '78
Vicki e Bunnell '79
Don Burdick 'S5
F. Ross Burgess

McGoldrick
Harold Booker '77
lvlargaret Bovingdon

Ellen Bowman '78
Robert Boyd
Rand y Boye r '78
Kev in Boyle '80
Matthew Boyle '76
Walter Boyle Jr. '82
John Bradley '83
j ohn Bradley '76
Gle nna Bradl ey- House ' 77
Patricia Brady 'SO
Way ne Braeuer '76
Leon Brandriet 'SS
Kirk Brandt '83
Gary Branfeld '75
Bruce Branigan 'S2
Douglas and Cy nthia Bran son
Wi lliam Brant '76
C her yl Brawley 'S7
Carole Breitenbach 'S5
Blair Bremberg 'S3
Dennis Brennan '74

Lee Brettin
Leroy Brettin '88
Ro y Brewer '81
Dani el Brewster '86
Brodsky's Men's Wear & Uniforms
Bruce Bromander '76
Kenneth Bromet '77
Janet Brooks '82
Byron Brown '76
C harles Brown 'S2
Douglas Brown '76
Irene Brown
lvlart in Brown '79

Samu el and Nat hali e Brown
Shell y Brown '85
Jennifer Browning '88
jacalyn Brudvik 'S5
Robert Brungardt '77
Cathy Bryan
Robert Bryan '86
Charles Bryant II '82
Fred Bryant '78
James Bryant '7S
Jeffrey Bucholz '76
Theron Buck
Boyd Buckingham '80
Kent Buckl es '77
john Buckley '86
Buckley -King Funeral Ser vice
Ma rk Bucklin '75
Fillmore Buckn er '84
john Buckwalter '76
Budget Car and Truck Rental
of Tacoma
David Bufalini '77
Carmen Bullard '90
Doroth y Bullitt
Stimson and Katharine Bullitt

Central Life Assurance

Ross Cerny '79
Michael Cesaran o '74
Sang C hae '91
David Chaiken '76
C harl otte Nygren Chalker '77
C halker Engineers
Raymond Chal ker
Chaplains Pantry
Art hur C hapman '83
Cheese Barn
C hevron U.S .A.
Eri c C hiappinelli
C hildress Roya lty Compan y
Linda Choy '85
Scott C hristensen
Marc C hri stianson '74
Teresa Kobl es ki C hristianson
Robert Christie 'SO
Vickie C hurchill '86
Bryan C hu shcoff '77
City C igar Store
C ity Fuel
Matthew C lapp Jr.
Norton C lapp
Annette Clark 'S9
Barbara Clark '75
Brian C lark '7S
Bruce C lark '84
Laughlan C lark 'SO
Philip C lements '76
Thomas C lerkin '77
Edwin C liffe
Donald and Patricia C lifford
C hristine Clishe '75
Clorox Compan y Foundation
John Cobb 'S4
Lloyd Coble '74
Beryl Cochran '86
Ernestine Goff Cochran
Rosemary Cochran '83
Robert Cochrane 'S2
Harr iett Cody '75
Donald Cofer '80
Bonnie Coghlan '77
Robert Cohan '80
Cole & Weber
Brenda Cole 'S7
M ark Cole '75
Patrice Cole '83
Robert Cole '83
Colgate-Palmolive Com pan y
Stephan Col lins '89
Comerco

Kim Comfort '86
Patrick Comfort
Commonwealth Title Insu rance

Concrete T echnology
jud y Conlow 'S2
Raymond Connell '84
Patrick Connelly '7S

Desa Gese Conniff '84
j ohn Conniff '86
Dan Connolly '86
Paulin e Conradi '86
Ann Cook '84
Craig Coombs '79
Jea n Gi lm er Cooper

lV!atthew Cooper '82
Coopers & Lybrand Foundation
C hri stine Wycko ff Cordes '83
Robert Costell o '82
Kal een Cottingham '84
Ra ymond Courtn ey '78
Couture & Levy

Edith Crabb
John and Joy C ra gin
Dean C raine '86
Steven C randall 'S7
Paula Cain Crane ' 79
P. Gai l C rawford 'S3
Sharon Creeden '80
Jerry Creim '81
Will Croc ket '75
C ulp, G uterson & Grader
Grad y Cunn ingham '80
Mar y C unningham '86
N anc y Curin gton '75
C urran Kleweno Jo hnso n Curran

Robert Curran '84
C hri stine C urri e '76
Gregory C urwen
Ralph Cushman 'S3
Da vid C uthill 'S7
Jeannette Cyphers '76
lVIichael D ' Arcangelo 'S2
Mark Daane '7S
Dahnken O f Tacoma
Linda Dalton '85
l\nne Dal y '88
Patrick Daly '75
Lucill e Daniel
Suzann e Daniell e '80
Georgia Lynn Daniels 'S3
G iu liana Danon 'S5
James Darnton '85
Karen Daubert '90
Cynthia Davenport '75
C harl es Davies '76
Da vies Pearson
Catheri.f.le Ostrom Da.v is '76

Mark Davis '80
Richard Davis 'S1
Ruth Davis 'S2
Thomas Davi s
W Jeff Davis '81
W. Davis Jr.

Ra yburn Dudenbostel '75
Daniell e Deschambaul t Duffy '89
j oseph Duffy '76
Walter Duft 'S4
Robert Duggan
Da vid Dun '76
Roger Dunaway '87
Debora Dunlap '84
tvlichael Dunn '7S
Greg Duras '82
Cheryl Duryea '76
\Volter Duykers '91
Patrick Dwye r 'S7
W illi am Dwyer
Su san Dwyer-Shick '86
Margaret Easton '85
j ohn Eberhart '80
Lawrence Ebert

Bruce Echigoshima '83
John and Anne Edmonds
Frank Edmondson J r. '82
Louis Edmunds
Ed's Moving and Stora ge
C arol Edward 'S4
Thomas Egan '82
Carolyn Egbert 'S4
Stephen Eggerman '85
Margo Ehrman '86
C hristopher Eichhorn '76
Aud rey Eide '78
Eisenhower Carl son Ne wlands &
Reha
The Electri c Constru ction Compan y
Brian Elkington '81
j ohn Ellingson '79
Dennis Elliott
Dorsey Elliott
Mark Elli ott
Merton Elliott
:\ea l and Ga il Elliott
William Ells '75
David Engdahl
Deborah England 'S5
D eitra Enn is 'S4
Daniel Ensley '78
Joe Erceg Graphic Design
Leigh Eri e 'S4
Ernst & Yo ung Foundatlon

Ann Essko 'S5
The Estate of Thomas F. Gleed
Estate Planning Council of Seattl e
john Eufemio '83
Robert Evans
Ant hony Famulary '78
Rick F aoro '86
Farmers Insurance Group

Davi s Wright Tre n1aine

Rhys Farren '89

Martha Dawson 'S1
C arolyn Day 'S8
David Day '77
Elizabeth Day 'S5
Jeffrey Dean '86
Dean Witter Rey nolds
Scott D ecker '78
Tarrell Decker 'S7
James Degel '80
Grant Degginger 'S5
Richard D eG root '90
Robert Delett '90
Elizabeth DeMatteo '86
William D empster '77

Farran Insura nce Brokers

R. Dennis

Robert Denomy Jr. '75
Charles Dent '90
Wendy Dent '90
Timothy Devereux '75
P. Cameron and Bobbie Devore
Maryann Di Re 'S7
Maria Diamond '83
Dick Boyles C hevrolet
C layton Dickinson 'S2
K. Eric Dickman 'S4
C arrie Dickmann '83
james Dickmeyer '84
Janet Dickson '88
Digital Equipment
P. Stephen DiJulio '76
Biagio DiStefano '76
A. Cori nne Dixon '75
C harles Dmochowski '77
Michael Doctor 'SO
Harold (Tad) Dodge '85
A lice Dolan
Margaret Dolan
James and Barbara Dolliver
John Donahue '77
Donald B. Murphy Contractors
James Donovan '75
James Doros '86
LaVerne and Ruby Dotson
N ancy Doty
Dow Chemical U.S.A.
Paul Gallaway and
Bonnie Lee Dowd
Carl Down 'S2
Steve Downing '79
No ra Doyle '77
Theresa Doyle '82
C laire Kierst Drosdick '77
James Drown '85
Lynn Edelstein Du Bey '78
Dan Dubitzky '77
Joan DuBuque '77

james Fassbender '81
Richard Fast '76
Karen Fautenberr y 'SO
Federated Monda y Civ ic C lub
Katherine Federle '83
Joel Feldman '74
Hwa-Tsun Feng 'SO
Bradden Ferber '85
D ennis Ferguson '83
Mar y Jane F erguson '82
G eorge Ferrell 'S9
Douglas Ferrer '85
John Feutz '77
C heri Filion '78
C lifton Finch '83
L yle Finch '78
Eleanor jampole Fine '7S
Seth Fine '80
Sara Finlay '77
Fireman 's Fund In surance

Cy nthia First 'S9
First Interstate Bank of Washington
Wil li am Fischer 'S3
Carole Fisher 'S5
The O.D. Fisher Charitable
Foundation

Betty and George Fisher
l rene Bronstein Fisher '78
Kenneth and Missy Fisher
Stephen Fisher 'SO
Stephen Fisher '77
A. Wra y Fitch '79
Richard Fitterer '75
Kate Flack '84
Deborah Dunham Fleck '76
Rynold Fleck '76
Barry Flegenheimer 'SO
Margo and Samuel Fleshman '82
C atherine Floit 'S4
M ichael Fl ynn '78
Patrick Fogel 'S3
Barbara Pietila Foley '80
Leo Foley 'SO
Robert Foltyn '76
Zanetta Fontes '78
M ichael Foor '77
G regory Forge '82
Robert Forman '79
Tracy Forsythe '89
Clifford Foster Jr. '79
Susan Faster '88
Terry Foster '76
Faster, Pepper & Shefel man
Randall Fox '78
Jeffrey Frank '86

Katrin Fran k '84
Sheldon Frankel
Barbara Frankl in 'S6
David Franklin '89
N icholas Franz 'S5
Fred T ebb and Sons
Kristi Fred ri ckson '81
C li fford Freed '84
David Freeman '77
Joan Freernan '84

T heresa Fricke '86
Wayne Fricke '86
Janet Frickelton '85
Friends of Independent Schools
Antoni Froehling '77
C hristopher Frost '77
Stephen Frost '74
Gottfried & lvlary Fuchs Foundation
Garry Fujita '78
Milton Fukuda '77
Herbert and Carol Fu ll er
Sandra Fulme r '85

Denn is Fu lton '78
Michael Furney '84
El liott Furst '8 1
V in cent Gadbow

Ga ry Gaer ·so
George Gagliardi
J . Michael Gallagher '82
Leo Gallagher '78
Thomas Gal ligan Sr.
Thomas Galligan Jr '81
Bruce Galloway '85
Michael Galt '84
Byron Gangnes
Hil ary Benson Gangnes '84

Ronald Gardner '79
F ranees Gare n

Rex Garland '86
Sheryl Garland '85
Ann Black Garretson '86
Alden Garrett '81
Janet Garrow '81
Leo Garvey '75

Bridget Gavahan '83
Patricia Gaw '83
Robert Gay '79
Nlarsha ll Gehring '77
Rachael Sc hneider Geise
Gay Gellhorn '82
li erbert Gelman
General :VIill s Foundation
Genera l Pl astics Manufacturing
Jon and Susan Genisio
G ensco
Genske Vend in g Service

Michele Gentile '76
Mar y G ladhart G entry '79
Georgia G ulf Foundation
Georgia- Pacifi c Corporati o n

Robert Geppert '76
Gerhardt Getzin '75
Gh ilarducci Flori sts
Joseph Giberson '76
John G ibson
Landon Gibson '82
Susan Gibson '84

Gibson, Dunn & C rutcher

C raig Gilbert '89
:Vlary Gi lbert
Gail G il chrest-Erickson '79
Andrew Gill
Carolyn Gill 'S5
Thomas Gill '85
Stephen Gillard '79
James Gilleland Jr 'S3
lvlichael G illeran '75
Jennifer Gilman '91
G irard C ustom Coaters

Gregory Gladn ick 'S3
David G ladstone '78
Thomas Gleason '84
Eleanor and C harl es G leiser
Marilyn Glenn '83
Ma ry G leysteen '76
Peter Goddu '81
Douglas Goelz '76
Steven Goff '77
Marcia David Goldberg
Tziviah Goldberg '86
Moreen Goldman
Peter Goldman 'S4
Patri cia Goldstein '80
Philip and Doris Gollnick
Carol Go nnella '75
R. Reams Goodloe Jr. '83
Darcy Good man '75
Jane Goodman '83
Mar y Goodwin '77
Joseph Gordon Sr.
Gordon Thomas Honeywell
h1Ialanca Peterson & Daheim
Gary Gosan ko '83
G regory Goss '75
Timothy Gosselin '83
Anthony Grabicki '78
William Graham '81
Charles G ranoski Jr. '74
Leslie Rowen G ranoski

G raphic Design
G ra ves & Associates
Daryl Graves '77
Susan Gray '82

You'vE HELPED

Us
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Every contribution has been appreciated. .. .
Greater Tacoma Comntunity
Foundation
Gregory G rebe '77
lvfichael and :\eva G reen
Ruth Green
G. Scott Greenb urg ·so
Tammis Greene '80
Dav id G reenfield '79
\Villiam G reenheck '85
Dennis G reen lee '80
::itephen G reer '87
George Greiner '77
Sa lvatore G renc i '83
:>baron Shaw G ri ggs '78
Robin Grim '83
Ra ymond Grimm '9 1

Thomas Grisley '82
Richard Gross '77
Karen Gu lli ve r '88
G underson Jewelers
.1\lice G ustafson '76
Stephe n G ustaveson '85
Bernard Gwalthney '85
H. C. E. Inc.
H.D. Baker Busin ess Systems
Haarmann & Christianson
j oseph Haas '83
\11. Karly nn Habe rly '78
~vl argare t Hager
\Vallace Hager
Robert Haglund
\ llarion Hahn
\llark Hale '85
Edward Hall
Ga ry H al l '78
Eltrude and Geneen Hall
Howard Hall ·so
Sterling Hall
Keith Hall eland '8 1
Larry H a! vorson ·76
j effrey Haml ett '84

Laurie Han-dett '85
Paul Hammann '79
Barry Han1rner '75
Brian Hammer '77
j oseph Hammer '83
\llary Hammerl y '78
\ 'lark Hand ley '85
j ack Hanemann Jr. '75
Debra Hankins '76
Kristin Hanna '9 1
\ 'lark Hanna '83
Kristin j ohn Hannah '86
Frederick Hannes '77
Elizabeth Hann ing '86

Richard Hannul a
Sylvia Hannula
Hansen & Rowla nd
Dav id Hansen '79
Eric Hansen 'S2

Thomas Hansen '90
\ 'lichael Han son 'S6
\ rlorton and Kimberly Hardwick
Robert Hargreaves '7S
Harold A. A llen Compan y
Roland and Jane Harper
Estate of Gertrude Harrel

David Harris '75
Lois Harri s
Kenneth Hart 'S5

:'v laureen Hart '77
:\icholas Harvey Jr . '76
\: ev in Harwood '74
Andrew Hathaway 'S9
Benson Hathaway 'S3
Steffen Haug '74
j ohn Ha velock and Robyn j ohnson
Jam es Hawk 'S9
liu gh Hawkins Jr. '76
Paul Hawk in s ·so
\ 'lichael Ha yde n '76
j ohn Hayes '9 1
Stephen Ha yne '74
Joh n Hays 'S6
J . Denn y Haythorn '75
Thomas Ha yward '76
Stuart !-I eath '84
Robert Heaton Jr '76
Barbara Heavey '80
David Hedger '77
\ 'lichael Heffernan '76
Phillip Hegg ·so
Vlichael Heiser '82
Steven Helgeson '7S
james Heller '74
Pa tricia Hellwig 'S2
Ra ymond Hell wig
Stephen Hemme n ·7 4
David Henderson 'S3
Stephen Henderson '74
Stephen Henderson '86
jill Higgins Hendr ix 'S6
j oseph Henninger Jr. '7S
David Hennin gsen '74
Blair Henr y '79
Edward He nr y
\!lark Henr y '77
j ean \ 'lcMillen Hephzibah
F. Peter and Sall y Overstreet
Herfurth
Leonard Heri tage '84
:'v larjorie lvl escher Heritage
Lloyd Herman '85

Kurt Hermann s ·so
Br ya n Hershman '83
Ronald Heslop 'S3
Donald Hess
\llel vin Hess '76
:\ ancy Arnold Hess '77
\llary j o Heston ·so
j ohn Hickman '77
Wend y Cole Hickman
A. Shawn Hic ks '84
Hillhaven
Cu rt Hineline 'S6
Edward H iskes ·77
Peter Hitch '74
Patrick H itt '76
James Hi vnor '76
Ronald Hochnadel '82
Valeri e Knecht Hoff '7S
Hoffman Construction Com pan y
Israel Hoffman
Law rence Hoffman 'S3
Bett y Hogan 'S6
David Hogan '76
j ohn Hoglund
Thomas and Carolyn Hold yc h
Robin Holland 'S4
j ohn Hollowed 'S7
Carl Holman 'S4
Frank Holman '78
James Holman '76
Krist ina Holman Hoepfner 'S4
I\ancy Holman
Areta Holms
Wi lliam Home '77
Diane and Mark Honeywell
Sheila and Valen Honeywell
Robert Hooper 'S5
James Hopkins '79
\Valter Horie
C harles Horowitz
Dana Horton 'S7
Wi lliam Horton '79
Paul Hoshino 'S4
Elaine Bulley Houghton '79
t\ancy Hovis '84
Lembhard Howell
Paul Howell '76
C harles Huber 'S9
Mary Ellen Hudgi ns '76
Cindy foster Huff '87
Cu rti; Huff '87- - - - - - Hughes A ircraft C ompany
Fredrick and Rebekah Hughes
Peggy Hughes '82
Robert Hughes '7S
Evan Hull '82
Hugh Hull '75
Oliver Hull '83
L inda Hume
Hunts Office Suppl y
William Hurney 'S2
\!Iaureen Finley Hurst
Ri chard Hurst
James Hushagen '80
And rea Dirkes Huss
C hristopher t-russ '75
Hygrade Food Products
Thomas Ikeda '7S
Industri al Rubber & Suppl y
j ames Trby '79
j eanne lrby 'S5
Heidi Irvin 'S7
Lucy !sa ki '77
Rol f Iversen '75
J. C. Penney Compan y
Jani ce jackson 'S5
Patricia j ackson 'S3
Robert Jackson 'S9
Wi lliam j ac kson '74
Donald Jacobs '79
john jacobs 'S5
C heryl Jacobsen '77
Kath leen j acobson '88
Kurt jacobson
Evan jacoby 'SS
Judith jaeger 'S6
Laura jaeger '75
j effrey Jahns '81
James j amel e '83
E. Janisch
David Jan'ey 'S4
James Jar vis '75
O rest j ej na '79
Timothy Jenkin s 'S5
Beth j ensen '85
j ohn j ensen 'SS
Susan j ensen 'S1
Marcus Jerden '89
john j erzyk 'SO
Ado! ph Jezek
John E. l'danders Foundation
Hans Johnsen '75
j ohnson & Ca rr
Barbara j ohnson 'S6
Berti! E . and Pearl j ohnson
Berti ! F. and \la ney j ohnson
Candice johnson 'S5
Charl es W. john son '76
C lint j ohnson '84
C urti s Joh nson '7S
Garold johnson 'S2
j effrey johnson 'S6
Gayle and Keith Paul johnson

L ynn johnson '81
Margery Johnson
lvlary j ohnson 'S3
Philip and 1vlarcia Johnson
Randall j ohnson '81
Stephen and Rhonda John son
Robert j ohnson '79
Timothy Johnson '87
William j ohnson '77
j ohnson -Cox Company
Stewart johnston '7S
Larry Johnstone 'S4
Barton j ones '80
Bradl ey j ones '79
C harles j ones 'S1
j ohn Jones '83
lvlark j ones '76
Ri chard Jones 'S1
Robert j ones '79
Robin Jones '77
Susan Delanty j ones '79
Tho mas an d Lou ise j ones
Ceci li a Jordan '89
James Joyner 'S3
John j ozwick 'S5
Dan iel Jud ge 'S7
Peggy J uergens 'S4
Ralph j ulnes '80
K. \V. Blanchard Associates
Kathryn Kafka 'S5
Wendy Kai ser 'S6
Barnett Kalikow 'S6
Wi lliam Kamerrer '77
Steven Kasner '84
Ely Kastenbaum '79
Eli zabeth Kaufmann
KCPQ Television
John Keckemet '84
Mary Keega n ·so
Susan Keers '82
Bru ce Kel ley Til 'S7
Wendie Kellington '83
\ '1. Douglas Kelly '75
Keith Kemper 'S9
Lori Kenned y '7S
Kentuck y Fried Ch icken
Randall Keys 'S5
Grant Kid ani '77
And rea Ki eh l '86
Robert Ki ehl
Jeffrey Ki lli p1is
William Kilworth Foundation
Bruce Kim '7S
Ka y Kimbrell '76
Ralph Kinder '87
King Count y Bar Foundati on
T . Scott Kin g 'S7
Dale Kin gman '76
Pau l and L ydi a Kin gsboro ugh
Grant Kinnear '78
Pau l Kirk '81
Robert Kirk
A nne Kirkpatrick '89
Susan Ki rkpatrick '84
Jan Kirkwood- Waszak '80
Kiwanis C lub of Tacoma Foundation
C harles Kl eeberg '82
Colleen Kl ein 'S5
Cecilia Kl ein kauf '91
Willi am Knebes '74
Kni ght, Vale & Gregory
David Knod el 'S2
john Knode l! 'SO
Na ncy Knost
Sarah Kn owles '83
\Villia m Knudsen '74
C raig Knutson '76
Steven Koda 'S4
l\'lerry Kogut 'S6
Ma rth a Kolb
Russell Kolsrud '75
Barry Kom bol ·77
Susan Hva lsoe Komori '76
Donna Ko rnure '80
C. Kimi Kondo '77
Ma rtha Kongsgaard 'S4
Robert and Shelly Kap low itz
Stephe n Korten1eie r ·SO
lvlarcus Kosin s '83
Peter Kram '76
Wayne Kramer '78
G eorgia Kra vik 'S4
Randall Kreuscher '75
Robert Krins ky '75
James Kristof '79
Constance Krontz '89
Paul Kuebrich '77
Mark Kuffel '76
Thomas Ku ffel '90
Gary Kuh ar '75
john Kydd 'S1
Daniel Kyler '82
Frederick and Virginia Laas
Rebecca Brown Lacy ·79
Pete r Laemers '79
j ohn and Evelyn La Fond
I\ancy W ilson Lambeth '76
T errence Lammers '76
Christine Lamson 'S5
David Lancaster '80
Land Title Compan y of Pierce
County
Tracy Landsman 'S2

Jalyn Lang '90
Bill Lanning
Patricia Lantz 'SO
j ames Larson 'S3
John Larson '7 5
Mark Larson 'S5
Rebecca Larson '90
Patricia L ashwa y '84
john Laskowski '79
Michael LaTorre '77
Kerri Lauman 'S2
Law League of Pi erce Coun ty
Law Offi ces of jack Fleischake
Timothy Law '76
Law ler, Felix & Hall
Douglas Lawrence '79
Annetta Lawson 'S6
Da vid Lawyer 'S6
Lawyers Ale rt Press
Pamela Layton 'S4
j an and Danny Lazares '75
Leo Le Bel 'S7
Monique Leahy 'S5
Dan iel Leary
Thomas Leav itt '75
Thomas Ledgerwood '79
Carolyn Lee 'S4
Y C. Lee 'S1
Randall Leeland 'S3
Gregory Leever 'S7
Frank L ehmann 'S5
Sally Leighton '79
Alice Leiner 'S6
Gary LeMoine '87
Catherine Leone '91
Patrick LePley '76
W illiam Leraas '85
Leroy Jewelers
j ames L eslie '82
Mark Lester 'SO
John Levan 'S2
Richard Levenson '77
C arl Lewis '91
j erry Lewis '84
Ka-Cheun g Li '79
Li anga Paci fi c
Ra ve n Clarke Lidman '77
M ack Lievense '77
M ichael Liggett '77
G ray Ligon '76
julie Ci-;:n '84-Daniel Limbaugh '76
Peter Lin 'SO
Jeane Lind '75
Landi Lindell 'S4
Paul Lindenmuth '85
Brian Lindgre n 'S4
Martha Lindley '86
Edward Lindstrom '76
M ichelle L irette
j acqueline Locke '86
David and Vivian Lockwood
Richard Loehne '81
Grego ry Logue '77
David Lombard '76
Todd Lonergan '77
Susan Long 'S5
James Lopez '78
C harles and ] a A nne Loughran
Edward Loughrey '81
Rand y Loun '84
David Low 'S 1
Aa ron Lowe 'S4
Gail Kezer Lowe 'S8
David Lowry '75
Barry Luecker '79
W illiam Luedke '7S
Edward Lukoski '76
Nancy Torkelson Lukoski
G retchen Hein emann Lumbley '74
j osephine Luna '85
Lundgren Dealers Suppl y
Lundstrom
Analee and Dav id Lusetti '76
Sondra Lu stgarten 'S6
Na ncy Luth '80
Mic hael L ynch ·so
Kathryn Lyon 'S5
Mark Lyo n 'S1
Stephen Maag '77
Wesla Whealdon 1vlacArthur
Ke nneth and Elinor !VIacDonald
Carolyn Warnock Mackel!
Thomas i-.'lackell '80
Ph yllis MacLeod ·so
Douglas MacPh erson 'SO
Donald and Barbara Madsen
C harl es Mai er 'S9
judith Ma ier '93
Har vey an d He len h1!aier
Kendall Main '81
Thomas Majhan '76
James 1vlakin '77
M ichael Ma llory '7S
Laurance h11ancuso '87
Saralynn lvlandel 'S4
Robert Man lowe 'S4
Nfanpowe r Temporary Services
j ennifer Ma nt z 'S5
Alvin Pan Mar 'S5
R. Gerald Markle '76
Robert ]VIarqusee '7S
Robert Marsden '79

C hristopher Marsh 'SO
Ma rk Marsh '89
Michael 1vlarsh 'SO
James Marshall '76
Peter Marshall '80
Rachel Bidstrup Ma rshall '79
T erry Marston II '84
judd Marten '77
lvlary Martin 'S5
Michael Ma rtin '80
T imothy h11artin 'S5
Andrew lvlarty 'S7
Parnela Nlatarrese '87
Patrick !vlatarrese '90
Ro y Mattern
Janis and Dan iel Matthews
\ Varren and Donna lvlatthe ws
Helen Mattox 'S1
Peter lvlatty '77
Bruce h11axson 'S6
John Maxwell 'S7
Steve May '76
James h11a yna rd '75
Loui se Harris McAl lister '77
T erence McA rdl e '79
John \~ cA uliffe '7S
Kell y McCabe '79
Ja y McCain '77
M ichael McCann '7S
Daniel McC onkie 'S3
\Vi lliam and Esther McCo rm ic k
Patricia ~'ilcCotter 'S2
Brian :VlcCoy '79
james McC oy
Kate McCracken 'S5
Rose \llcC ullough 'S7
Sandy McDade '79
Kim \llcDaniel 'S6
Anne McDonald '77
D ixon McDonald '90
Robert and .Arl ene McDonald
Mark McDougal '89
Laurel Mc Dougall '84
Kenneth McEwa n '79
Joseph \.'lcFaul '82
Marjorie ~vlcG enni s
Sarah McGiffert 'S6
Donald McG lothl en '76
Steven McGovern '83
:'vfcGranahan ~1essenger Assoc ia tion
- Tim lvlcGuigan ·8J.- - - - - - Edward McG uire '80
Thomas Me l-Till 'S 1
W. Mel nerne y ] r.
Joseph lvlcKamey '79
Michael McKasy '76
Marilou McKean '91
Patricia McKee '74
John McKerricher '78
David McKibbin '76
john M cKinn ey '83
Phillip McKinney '91
j ose ph McKinnon 'S3
Michael McKinstry '75
~vlcLean & Company
Dennis McLerran '82
Add ison and Johanna McMechan
j ean :VIcMillan
j ohn Mc:VIonagle '89
joseph Mc\llonigle '75
Donna McNamara 'S5
j oan lvlcPherson 'S3
Philip and Phyll is Meade
Philip Meade '84
Rebecca Mechkoff-Nolte
Robert Medved '75
Meg j ones '82
Robert \llei ni g 'S5
Thomas Merrick ·so
\ 'lerrill L ynch
Thomas M errill '84
Loren \llerr ywe ll '91
David W. Meye r '84
Paul H. M eyer '81
Bruce htfe ye rs
Ronald Meyers '82
Dani el Michaels '81
Robert M ichaels 'S4
Frank M ielke '75
Alle n M ill er 'S2
Arthu r Miller '7S
G irard :•d ill er '77
judso n M ill er '80
Keith lvlil ler '7S
Landon M iller '77
Wa rn er M ill er 'S6
!VIargaret ?vlilnes 'S5
Susan h1lindenbergs '90
James Minorchio 'S2
Gary Mitc hell '76
j ohn B. Mi tc hell
John F. \llitc hell '75
joseph and Delinda Mix
Kathl een Wa ring M ix '76
Elizabeth \ 'loceri 'S2
Model Lumber & Hardware
Daniel tvlohs '82
Lori Mola nder 'S6
Michael Monroe '78
Stephen Nlontana
W illiam Moore Jr.
Geo rge and Jane Greiwe Moosey
Peter Moote '74

Linda Moran '86
Harry and Vivian Morgan
John Morg an 'SS
Stephen Mo riart y '77
Frank 1vlorrison '74
Ronald Morrison '74
Scott Morrison '80
Morrow, Longfelder, Tinker
Pamela Morse ' S5
M ered ith Wright !VIOI·ton '7S
Morton Thiokol
Lawre nce Moser 'S6
Zachary Mosner '79
h1lountain View lvle morial Park
james h11oynihan '79
j oe M uch '75
David M ulholland 'SS
Rex Munger '83
Harold Jvlun son
Patrick Munter '77
M . j. lvlurdock C haritable Trust
Edmund M urph y 'S4
Timothy M urph y '74
Deborah Myers '87
Frank My lar '87
james Nagle '79
Thomas Nagle '82
Casey Nagy 'S4
Kit N arodick '87
National Blower & Sheet Me tal Co.
N ational ~vl edica l Enterprises
Stephen Na twick '8S
j oseph N aylor 'S1
Dav id Neal '84
Noreen Nearn 'S4
Mar y l'\eel 'S2
N athan Neiman '77
Lance Nelson 'S3
Lawrence Nelson '80
M aril yn Butl er Nelson
Siri Nelson '78
\Valter and Genelle Nelso n
Harold Ness
john N ettleton '91
Robert l'\ettl eton 'S7
William Neukam
Judith Nev ins '82
l\'ew England Power Service
Compan y
Mickey Newberr y '85
- F loyd and Est er l !ewcomb
Steven Newell '77
Mary Jo New house '86
Kenneth Newrnan '7S
Sharon N ichols 'SO
Kathryn N ielsen '81
Ri chard N ielsen '81
Robin N ielsen '88
Rol and N ikles 'S3
Ann e N iles '87
Kath y and Brysone l\ ishimoto
M.ayme Semba N ishimura
j ohn N ispel '75
James N issing 'SO
Russell l\ogg '75
Kath y N olan '75
Jane Greller :\oland '75
j ulie Nordstrom '90
l\orman R. Smith \lien's C lothing
~ orris Beggs & Simpson
!VIark No rthcraft '77
N orthwest Painte rs
J\orthwestern h11utual Life Insurance
l\ anc y l\orton 'S4
Gord on and A nn Ny berg
Karin Nyrop 'S4
Mary O' Boyle 'S5
Susan Mil lican O 'Brian '86
M ichael O'Connell '74
j ohn O'Connor '76
Mark O ' Donnell 'S3
Ronna O ' Don nel l 'SO
T homas O 'Leary '77
Alison Ayers O' l\ei ll 'S2
Will iam O'Neill 'SS
jay O 'Sulli va n ·so
Lisa Na poli O 'Toole 'S7
Laurel Oates '7S
T erence Oates '78
J S. and Helen Obenour
Thomas O bermeyer 'S3
C. D. Ogden
Elliott O hannes '90
Blake O kimoto '76
Ri chard O krent '85
Old l\ational Bank
Richard O lin 'S6
G ene Ol ive r '77
j ennifer O li ve r 'S2
Eric Olsen '86
All an O lson '80
Wil liam Olson '79
\ Villiam O ltman
Mar vin Ong '7S
Bri an O nora to '83
Stanford Opdyke 'S1
James O rlando 'S3
Steven O rr '75
Brent Orrico '76
Shirley O rt '86
Christo pher Osborn '83
T eresa O tsubo '8S
Robert Otto ·so
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Aaron Owada '83
Leroy Owens '77
Paccar Foundation
Pacific Northwest Coll ections
Pacific Storage
Douglas Page
T erry Paine '75
Alan Paja '79
M arilyn Paja '79
Har vard Palmer
Marlys Palumbo '82
M ichael Pancheri '74
Betty and Eugene Pape
Gene Pape '75
David Parham '76
Gene Parker '81
M ichael Parker '74
Parker Paint Company
Albert Parrish '83
Li sa Roehl Pascualy '83
Jose ph Paskvan '81
Linda Passey '86
H. Preston Pate

A lbert Patterson '78
Barbara Patterson '89
lvlark Pa tterson '77
Eugene and Elizabeth Pauley
Rebecca Pauli '89
Pavilion Catering
Gaylen Payne '85
A ndrew Peach '78
Claude Pearson
Eugene Pearson
Vernon and Jea n C lare Pearson

Kenneth Pedersen '80
Peerl ess Laundry & Linen Suppl y
San1uel Pemberton '76
Tanya Pemberton '91

James Pen noyer '75
Nathaniel and Poo Penrose
Peo pl e's Store Compan y
Pepsico Foundat ion
Peter Percival '80
Stanl ey Perdue '80
Perkins Coie
Alex Perlman '87
Louise Perlman '80
ivlary Perry '85
Persing Dyckman & T oynbee Inc.
Dan Peterson '85
Donald Peterson '76
Eileen Peterson '87
Hazel Peterson
Robert Peterson

Philip Phibbs
Stephen Phillabaum 'SO
M. Peter Phil ley 'S4
Ri chard Phillips '75
Juli ana Pi ckrel l 'S3
\Vayne Pi etz
James and Gaye Pi gott
Jarnes Pinney '74
Russell Pinto '76
Pi oneer Business Forms
Nlaurice Pirio '88
Laird Pisto '79
Ri chard Plank 'S5
David Plasters 'S2
John Plovi e '80
Plywood Tacoma
Mark Podrasky 'S3
Frank Policelli '75
Lyn n Poll ock 'S2
Edward Pomeroy '76
Brad ley Poole '74
Jeffrey Poole 'S5
Sall y Fitzpatrick Postma
Barry Powell '74
James Powell
Stephen Powell '77
Donna Powers '87
Susan Pratt '85
j oshua Preece 'S5
Press Publ is hing Compan y
Patrick Pressentin '75
Susan Preston '85
Preventive Dentistry
1vlary Prevost '82
Robert Pribila 'SO
Carolyn Findl ey Price '81
Daniel Price '76
Price Waterhouse Foundation
George and Kath y Priest
Robert and Arlene Prince '81
C arl Prindl e '84
Print Northwes t
Sall y and Ll ewelyn Pritchard
Patricia Proebstin g '85
Professional School Advis in g Service
Puget Sound Bank
Wend y Pugnetti '90
Martin Purcell
Lisa Puro '85
David Pursel '79
Kathr yn and Ri chard Purtich
Quality Knitting Co.
Kim Quall y '91
Mary Queitzsch '90
Steven Quick- Ruben 'S3
Av is Foos Quinlan '82
Marvin Quinlan Jr 'S4
Joseph Quinn '76
A I Rafanelli

Brian Ragen 'S6
Raleigh, Schwarz & Powell
Edward Ramras 'S3
Jud ith Ramseyer '87
Stephen Rand els
Brian Ra tner 'S3
Rodn ey Ray '76
Phillip Ra ymond '82
Robert Raymond '88
] o- Hanna Read
Patrick Reagan 'S9
C harl es Reber '74
Joline Rec knagel 'S8
T erry Rector 'S1
William Redkey '77
James Reed '7S
John Reed '75
Scott D . Reed 'S2
Scott W . Reed '83
M aria Regimbal 'SO
Dabney and Thomas Rehak
Harry Reichenberg 'S3
Robert Reimer '77
Randal Rein '90
Ruth Resch
Research Corpo ration
Retired Jud ges Association
Revell e, Ri es & Ha wkins, PS
Rex Investment Co.
1-.' lar y Anne Reynolds '81
Michael Rey nvaan '82
Rhod es In vestment Co .
] ane Rhod es 'SO
Pamela Shahan Rhod es
T err y Rhodes 'S1
Carol Rice 'S1
Matthew Rice '88
N ancy and Joel Ri chards '7S
]. Thomas Ri chard son
Patricia Richardson '86
Susan Ri chardson 'S3
1v!ichael Ri ckert '83
Riddell, Wi lliams, Bullitt &
Walkinshaw
Leland Ridd och '75
C harl es and Ma rgaret A. Rid enour
T eri Rid eout '83
George Ri ecan '81
Emily Ri edin ger
Virginia Ri edinger
Mic hael Riggio '76
James Rigas '79
John Riley '85
John Rin ehart 'S5
Ken Ringstad ·so
Kevin Ringus '86
Steven Rittenmeyer '77
j ohn Rizzardi '79
Elizabeth Robbins
Brian Roberts '80
Loyd and Doroth y Roberts
Ri chard Roberts '90
Thomas C. Roberts 'S2
Thomas M. Roberts 'S3
Dean Robertson '83
Franees Robertson
Henr y and Elizabeth Robertson
Jan is Robinson '82
Ruth Rasmussen Robin son '79
Al li son Rock '80
Richard Rock off '82
Rockwe ll International Corporation
Tracey Rockwell '84
Richard Rodger '82
Bradley Roe '77
1Vlaril yn and C harles Roe
Tamara Roe '91
Karen Rogers '91
Bru ce Rohde '83
Roland & Roland
Stuart Ro lfe '78
i'vlac Rominger '87
Jo yce Roper ·SO
C harles Rosenberr y 'SS
Jaqueline Rosenblatt '76
Ronald Rosenbloom '78
John Rosendahl '79
Kenneth Rosenstein '75
Henr y and Jane Ross
Carl Rostad '79
Louise Lavender Ro use '79
N an cy Rowen '75
Cathr yn Ruckl e '83
Alan Ruder '7S
Wallace and Janet Rudolph
Deborah Shore Ruge '75
Stanley Rumbaugh '78
James Rupp '77
Elizabeth and John Rupp Sr.
Rush, Hannul a & Har kins
Ken neth Rushton '76
C heryl! Russell '84
Robert Russell II '75
JoAnn Ruth 'S5
Joan Rutherford '82
Ann Ryan 'S3
Bernard Rya n '79
Robert Ryan '75
Sheila Ryan
Linda Saar io
David Sadick '75
Linda Geuttinger Safar 'S6
Philip Safar '86

Safeco Corporation
Sharon Sakamoto 'S4
Barton Saling '83
H. Andrew Sall er 'S2
Kyl e Samuels 'S2
Susan Samuelson '79
iv[asao Sanada
Steven Sande '77
Carolyn Sanden 'S6
Michael Sander '76
David Sanders '75
Sandra's Salon Of Beaut y
Ronald Santi '7S
James Santucci '76
Markku Sario '81
Harry Satterl ee
John Saunders '87
William Saunders Jr.
Susan Saundry '84
Savings League of Tacoma
C arl and Joyce Saxton
Saxtons
Jeffrey Sayre '89
Matthew and Sheri Sayre
Katherine Scare!iff '88
Martha Sc haeffer 'S7
Douglas Schafer '78
N an cy Schaps '76
Karen Scherr-Purpur '87
Jack Scheuerman 'S4
Pi erre Schlag
Mar k Schl eck '79
Joseph Schl eimer '86
Garth Schl emlein 'S3
Eric Schmidt 'S5
Kenneth Schmid t 'S4
Tom Schmidt '75
John Sch midtke 'S2
) aye Lyn n Schneider 'S3
lvlark Schoen er '78
Schoenfeld -Gardner Foundation
Michael Scholl '93
Maril yn Schu ltheis '83
Richard and Harriet Giske Schumaker
Dale Schuman 'S6
Jerr y Schwartz '77
Miriam Schwartz '7S
Sch warz Shera & Assoc iates
Laurin Schweet 'S6
Jenifer Schwindt '83
Robert Scofield '77
Scott Paper Company
Stanley Scott 'S9
Seafirst Bank
The Seattle Foundation
T erry Sebring '74
Securit y Pacific Bank
Lei naala Seeger '77
Karen Goodman Sei nfeld '77
Vicki Sunich Seitz '76
James Sells '74
Robert Sennett '84
Sentry Automatic Sprinkler Co.
Sequoia Foundation
\4ary and Philip Serka '76
Maria and G. P. Sessions '77
Richard Settl e
Ethel Shackleford
William Shackleford
James Shafer '76
Dennis Shan! ian 'SO
Julie Shapiro
C hristopher Sharpe '77
Shaub -Ellison Co.
Anne Shaw '81
Dick and Marilyn Rapp Shea
Steven Shea ·79
Robert and Ruth H . Shedd
Toni Sheldon '78
Gerard and Barbara Shellan
Patricia Shelledy '82
Stephen Shelton '81
Douglas Shepherd '79
Roger Sherrard '75
Mari lyn Sherron '80
John Sherwood
D. Michael Shipley '88
Mark Sh klov '76
C harl es Shotwell '80
Robert Sideriu s Jr. 'S5
Wi lli am Siesseger '77
Ann Silvernale 'S4
Kathleen Dignam Simmons 'S3
William Simmon s '88
Herb Si mon
C raig Simper '77
James Simpson '81
Joseph and Grace Sinclitico
ivlary Sinclitico '79
David Skover
Patricia Skrinar '82
R. John Sloan '76
Harry Slusher '76
Small & Winter
William Small '79
Aleen Smith '87
Arthur Smith '76
Dani el W. Smi th 'S4
Daniel and Louise Smith
Franklin Smith 'S4
Gordon Smith 'S4
J . Martin Smith '78
lvlary R. Smi th '75

Michael B. Smith 'S3
Patricia Smith '84
Roger J . Sm ith '7S
Russell and Stephanie Smith
Steven W. Smith '76
John and Vicki Smolke
James Snell '75
Klaus Snyder 'S6
Paul Snyder '75
Hugh and Joan Sobottka
Steven Saba '79
Janet Somers '88
Stephen Sooter '87
Bett y and Hard yn Soul e
South C iti es Corporation
James Sowder '78
Space Needle Corporation
Robert Spader 'S2
Peter Spadon i '80
Gil Sparks '88
Mary Spillane '8 1
J ulianne Splain 'S2
Kathleen Spong '77
Squaxin Island Tribe
St. Ann's Altar Guil d
St. lvlargaret's G uild
Champion In ternationa l
Scott St . C lair '75
A lfred Stacey
Carolyn O wens Stadter
G regory Stadter
Gail Stagman '80
Janet Staiger '86
C hristine Al li son Stalnaker '78
Standard Insurance Compan y
Standard Paper Company
Susan M. Stanley '81
State Nlu tual Sav ing s I3ank
Anita Steele
Howard Stein '83
David Steiner '84
Kath erine Stelter '89
Jeffrey Stern '77
Delphine Stevens '87
C raig Stewart '8 1
Diane Cassayre Stewart
Nlary Stewart
Will iam Stewart '82
Victor Stibolt '76
Walter Stile Ill '86
Brian Stiles '8 1
Mark Stockda le '87
jairr1e Stockman
Phillip Stone '83
William Stone 'S4
Carolann O'Brien Storli '84
Robert and F ranees \4. Storrar
Stouffer & Knight
j ohn Strait
Harriet Strasberg 'S5
j ohn Strauss '75
James Street '76
Thomas Streitz 'S7
David Strickland 'S4
David Strout '79
Linda Strout '79
John Strzynski '77
Scot Stuart '79
Jonathan Stubbs 'S6
David Stufft '77
Gayle Sluman Styve- Kn app '79
Richard and Jane Such
Sugar Antitrust Settlement Fund
j oseph Sul li van '79
Michael Sulli van '84
Sullivan Payne Company
Stuart Sulman '75
Margaret Suman '89
Clyde Summervill e '76
Li sa Sutton '85
Darth Swanson
Mary Swanson '83
Swanson- McGoldrick
Therese Swanson '85
:Vlarliss and Thomas Swayze
j onathan Sweigert '90
Robert Swerk '75
Sheryl Symonds '85
Charles Szurszewski '77
Jaqueline Tacher '87
Tacoma Bank
The Tacoma C lub
Tacoma Luggage & Office Suppl y
Tacoma Pierce County Bar
Associat ion
Tacoma Pierce Count y Legal
Secretary Association
Tacoma Rub ber Stamp & Trophy
Donna Ro per Tait '85
Denise and C harles Talbot '76
Patricia Schurman Talbott '91
Peter T amsen '82
Elaine Tamsen 'S3
Mary T ancredi '7S
1vlichael Tario '79
Fredri c and lvlarilyn Tausend
Karen Taylor 'S3
William Taylor '76
C arol l'd i ller Teather '75
Ted Brown Music Company
E. T ee!
Michael T empl e ·so
!vfiri am T emple '75

Robert Tenney '79
Jack Terranova 'SS
Richard T err y '81
Robert T erwilli ger '77
Steven Thayer '76
Jerri Thomas '82
Donald Thompson
Edward Thompson '78
John D. Thompson '7S
Thompson, Krilich & La Porte
A. Robert Thom son '7S
Harold Thoreen Jr. '75
/\. Thorn ton
Thorp' s Quality Shade Shop
Winston Throgmorton '83
Albert Thurmond '86
Thomas Tielens '74
John Tiern ey '79
Tobin Rinaldi & Bianchi
Adria nne Tollefsen '80
Edith Hansen Tollefson
Tom Carsten's Autohaus
Barbara Tomaszewski '79
Rene Tomisser '87
Topping M otors
Ellen Bergstrom Torongo
Duane Toyofuku '80
Travel Center
Lawrence T rebec '76
Larry Tri vett '74
Patricia Boxberger Trowbridge '76
Billie Tru ssell '84
TRW Foundation
Andre T sai '78
Gail Tsuboi '86
Tucc i & Sons Inc.
Joseph Tucci '79
Gene Tucker '86
Ju lia Tucker '77
Paula Tuckfield '80
Darcia Tudor '8 1
Gary Tudor 'S 1
Ralph Turco
Cynthia T urn cr 'S7
Roger Twisselman '76
U.S. Bank of 'vVas hington
James Ue rlin gs '75
Ronald and Kathl een Uhri ch
Ro y Umlauf '85
Shcila Umlauf '8S
1vlichael Underwood 'S2
Un ion Bank
Union Pac ific Foundation
United Bank
Un ited Pac Reliance Insurance
Un ited Suppl y Com pany
U:\ IVAR Foundation
Mary Urback '84
US West f'oundation
U.S. A ir
Elizabeth and Robert Utter
David Vail '76
Robert Valz J r. '81
Jeffrey Van Abel '75
David Van Berkem '7S
Van Bus kirk & Haas
Joy and John Van Buskirk
Debora Van der Weijde 'S5
Francis VanDu sen Jr. 'S3
Phyllis and Donald Van Horn
L aura Gjelde Van Slyc k '88
Va nco uve r Door Co.
Janis Vander Hoek '86
Mark Vanderlinden 'SS
Elodie Vandevert
Robert Van leuven
C arlos Velategui '75
Joseph Veiling '84
~lichae l Velott '77
M eli ssa Verginia '87
Elizabeth Verhey 'S4
John K. Vernon '75
Victor L. Lyon , Realtors
Sybil Vitikainen '87
John Von ins ki '74
Anne Voorhees
Marlin Vortman '74
W . J-1 . Opie & Company
Washington Dental H ygiene
Assoc iation
James Wada '75
James 'vVage mann '86
ivlark Wagner '84
Valla Wagner '84
lvlichael Waldrop '79
Catherine Walker 'SO
Susan Taylor Wal l '79
Walter Wall ace '75
Peter and Mar yl u W all eri ch
Dou glas Walsh '80
Michael Walter 'S3
Walter W. C ribbins Co.
N ik Walters ' 75
Arthur 'vVang '84
Sherr y Warchol 'S8
Kenneth Ward '80
W illiam Ward '80
Carol Wardell '81
Georgia 'vVaring
John Warner 'S4
Wash in gton State Trial Lawyers
Association
Washington Building Compan y

\A/ ashington Center for Law
Washington Assoc iation o f C riminal
Defense Lawyers
Washington Land T itle Assoc iat ion
Washington Mutual Savings Bank
Washington Sta te l3ar Association
Barbara Watanabe '85
John Waters
Joan and John Watt
John Weaver
S. Alan Weaver
Virgin ia Sherman \V eave r '77
Jess Webster '80
Mary Wechsler '79
Wi lliam Wegner 'SO
j ud ith Lynch W eiga nd '78
A ndrew We in er '75
Laurie and Ri chard We inman '78
Boris and Barbara Weinstein
Weirs
Richard \V eiss '80
Craig Welch '79
C harl es Welsh '76
Alfred Wessel 'S4
West Coast Grocery Compan y
Robert \ Ves t Jr . '74
\ Vestern Commun it y Bank
\ Vestern Pape r Cornpan y
Western Pl ast ics Corporation
C rai g Weston '77
James Wexler '76
Weyerhaeuser Compan y Foundat ion
Weyerhaeuser Rea l Estate Compan y
\.V illiarn and G ail \Ve ye rhaeuser
Fred erick Whang 'S9
Elizabeth Whistler
.A lton Wh ite Jr "S3
Poll ey W hite
Stewart and Eve White
\Vhite Swa n Lurn ber Compan y
W. Allan White '82
Willi am White '7S
;'vlary Frederick W hi te hou se
Stephen W hi tehouse "76
Janet 'vVhitney 'S1
Denise 'vV iest 'S 1
Helen Wilbor
Katharine Bi li moria Wi lcox '7S
Kathl een "-'larks Wilcox 'S5
Willard Wilcox
David W il ey '77
Sarah Wil ey '76
Elizabeth W ilhelmi
David W illi ams '8 1
Gary W illi ams '79
Robert W il liams 'SS
Barbara Wi lli amson 'S8
C arol yn 'vVill iamson 'S2
Wi lmer . Cutler & Pic kering
Lynne 'vVilson 'S7
Ayuni \ Vi mpee "9 1
Wingard & Co . Inc.
Scott W inship '86
Robert W insor
Sall y W ise '76
William Wittress Jr '8 1
Joa nne Wolfe 'S9
John Wolfe '77
\ 1onte Wolff 'S1
Wolfstone Panchot & Bl och
Annette Womac '85
Women's Federated C lub of Tacoma
Karen 13ice Wood 'SO
C heryl Woodard '83
Duane Woods '80
Gwen W ebl ey Woods '86
Robert Woods 'S3
Woodworth & Com pany
Va nce Woolley ·so
John Worden '89
Steven W raith '87
Kirb y Wright '81
Eugene and Esthei Wright
Harr y Wright
Kell ey Wright 'S4
Larry W unsch '85
Douglas Wyc ko ff '78
\1i chael W yc koff '76
The Xerox Fo unda tion
John Yager '76
Keith Yamada '85
N ancy Yan1asaki
David Yando '8 1
Myra Yee 'S2
Rya n Yee '90
Rufus Yerxa '76
John York '77
Kim York '83
Marilyn Young Skogland '84
\tlaurice Youngs '80
Ste ven Zard '75
Michael Zelensk y 'S3
~l y ra Stan ton Zelensky
Eugene D. and Rose C arbone
Zelensky
Larry Zervos '77
Lorri and Ronald Zinter '76
1vloshe Zorea '77
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LIBERTY BELL AwARD
GoEs TO
jUSTICE jOHNSON
For improving the justice system . ..
I n the most satisfying kind of
peer review one cou ld hope for,
Washington State Supreme
Court Justice Charles Johnson
'76 was recently awarded the
Liberty Bell Award by the
Tacoma-P ierce County Bar Assoc iation Young Lawyers' D ivision , fo llowing hi s recommendation by fellow Justice Richard
M. Guy.
In recommending Johnson
for the award, Guy wrote:
"Your letter advised that this
year's theme is 'Ju st Solutions, '
whic h is meant to nominate
people who have worked to ad vance improvements in the justice system.
"I would like to nominate
Justice Charles Johnson as one
who works within the legal profession to seek improvements to
the just ice system.
"T first met Justice Johnson
after he had been elected in
what I considered to be a sur prise to this court. I found that
he was a young lawyer in a
single-office practice who understood the problems of ordinary citizens who needed the
help of a lawyer in matters that
wou ld not ordinarily be consid ered by major multi-partner
firms. Justice Johnson not only
represented those people, but he
had great concern that they receive fairness within the system
and an opportunity to be heard
so that they would full y appreciate that their interests and
rights had been adequately considered.

"On this court, Justice
Johnson has championed the in terests of individual s whose
ability to access the justice sys tem is limited by resources,
knowledge, and available legal
help.
"Further, Justice Johnson has
undertaken the chair of a Local
Rules Coordinating Committee
with the mission of creating
model local rules so that uniformity will be establi shed within
the trial courts, thus simplifying
the job of the lawyer who represents a client outside of his or
her county. The accomplishment of this committee is significant and has only come
about through the perseverance
and dedication of Justice
Johnson. The task is not over,
as there needs to be acceptance
and implementation by the trial
courts . What has been accom plished to date is most impresstve .
"Finally , I nominate Justice
Johnson because I believe he
represents young lawyers who
have the vision and courage to
seek positions wher.eby they
may improve the justice system
by building on past accomplishments without being tied to the
status quo. Justice Johnson is a
man of many accomplishments
and interests whose perspective
on the world and his place in it
is realistic and not self-import. I greatly admire his accomplishments and his courage ."
Justice Johnson was presented the Liberty Bell Award
at the May meeting of the
Tacoma-Pierce County Bar Association.

NOTED FAMILY LAW ATTORNEY
HEADS KING COUNTY BAR
Mary Wechsler takes the helm. . .
"Mary is very attentive to
detail. She's an excellent communicator, and she has many
years of experience in the bar
association ," Ms . Paine says.
Ms . Wechsler traces her own
focus on detail to her rigorously
academic hi gh school experience
in Chicago. She wanted an
equally vigorous higher educa tion and chose the University of
C hicago, but dropped out after
a year, joined VISTA (a domestic version of the Peace Corps)
and volunteered in a small factory town in New Hampshire.
She returned to Chicago but
discovered she wanted more
from her education than nonstop stud ying. In a life-chang ing experience, she worked with
Dr. Martin Luther King Jr in
Chicago in the summer of 1966.
After that, she modified her
academic goals.
"I had a very hard time going to the University of Chicago, where people were study ing 24 hours a day and there
wasn' t much chance to think
about the broader picture," Ms.
Wechsler says.
After a visit to Seattle, she
transferred to the University of
Washington and has lived here
ever since. She completed her
undergraduate degree in psychology, earned a teaching cer tificate, taught elementary
school for five years, then completed her juris doctorate. cum
laude, at the University of
Puget Sound.

Describing her as "ready to take
the helm, " the Washington Journal recently profiled incoming
King County Bar Association
President Mary H. Wechsler
'79. Described by reporter Stuart
G lascock as a "noted family-law
attorney" who aims to assure that
the organization will be responsive
to its members, Wechsler took
over as president in june. The following excerpt from the Washington Journal is reprinted with
perm1sswn.

w
th some 4,500 members,
15 practice area sections and 23
committees, trying to meet the
needs of every member and in terest group isn't easy. New sections, volunteer work, extra effort on legislation on court rules
will be among her thrusts.
Ms. Wechsler, a partner in
the Seattle firm of Wechsler,
Besk, Erickson, Ross & Rubik,
has had a long affiliation with
KCBA, having chaired committees and held offices for more
than a decade.
Her committee work has included serv ice on committees
on legislation, lawyer referral,
judiciary and domestic violence.
Her offices have included serv ing as trustee from 1988 to
1990, 2nd vice president for
1992-93 and 1st vice president
for 1993-94.
Ms. Wechsler has been in
the 385-member Family Law
Section since 1981. She is the
first Family Law Section member to ascend to the organization's highest office in many
years, says Alice Paine, KCBA
executive director.

She enjoyed the classroom
teaching experience, she says.
Her career shift into law was
prompted after she took a constitutional issues class to renew
her teaching credentials. The
course was jointly taught by the
law school and school of educa tion.
Ms. Wechsler has three children: a daughter who studies
physics at the Massachusetts
Institute of Technology, a son
in high school and a 6-year-old.
In law school, she wanted to
practice criminal law, and interned with the U .S. Attorney's
Office~which she describes as
a good learning experience . But
family law held a stronger attraction, she says.
"In criminal law, there's a
tendency to always argue that
one side is the truth. After a
while, it tends to foster a blackand-white attitude," Ms.
Wechsler says. "In family law,
I can argue both sides of the issue and it kind of keeps me
honest."
Her strong orientation in
family law probably won't have
a big impact on KCBA next
year, she says. One major goal
is to improve communications
and networking with some of
the smaller bar associations in
the area, such as those which
primarily consist of African
Americans, Hispanics and Native Americans. as well as
groups such as the Washington
Women Lawyers.
"We are much larger than
those groups, but we have common goals and can work together," she says .

TOP-NOTCH
COUNSEL
I n 1990, when Lucy lsaki '77
was chosen to chair the Law
School Board of Visitors, she
was the first graduate as well as
the first woman to hold the position. She is a partner at Bogle
& Gates in Seattle . Four other
distinguished individuals preceded her: the late George H.
Boldt, who was then Senior U .S.
District Court Judge, served
from 1973-79; The Hon. Eugene A. Wright (ret.), Senior
J udge of the US Court of Appeals, served from 1979-83; Seattle attorney Llewelyn G .
Pritchard served from 1983-88;
and Washington State Supreme
Court Justice James M. Dolliver
served from 1988 -1990.

Mary Wechsler '79

--------------------::
__. ........- .................

Justice Charles Johnson '76
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As part of the national search for a
new dean, this ad first appeared in the
july 20 issue of The Chronicle of
Higher Education. Law alumni who
would like to suggest names of possible
candidates should write to: Professor
David Boerner, Chair of the Dean
Search Committee, Seattle University
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ALuM NoTES:
FRoM SANTA BARBARA To NoRTHERN RwANDA
OuR GRADUATES REPORT oN THEIR LivEs
Also word from Tucson, Hong Kong, and our own library . ..
1970s
A
fter 13 years of solo practice, Richard D. Reed '79 has
joined the Law Offices of Judith
A. Lonnquist as of counsel. The
four-lawyer firm in Seattle represents employees in cases of
discrimination and wrongful discharge. Reed is currently chair
of WSTLA's Employment Law
Section.
Judy Mandel '77 was selected to receive the 1994 William 0. Douglas Award from
the Washington Association of
Criminal Defense Lawyers. The
award was presented by U.S.
District Court Judge Robert
Bryan at the ann ual W ACDL
conference which was held in
June. Mandel began her criminal defense career in 1978 at the
Kitsap County Public
Defender's Office. She later
moved to the Pierce County
Department of Assigned Coun sel, where she became wel lknown through her defense of a
battered woman in a 1983
Pierce County murder case.
Mandel currently practices with
Ron Ness in Port Orchard. The
Douglas Award, the highest
award presented by W ACDL,
is given in recognition of extraordinary courage and commitment in the practice of
criminal law.
Congratulations to Bruce C.
Bromander '76 of Bloomington, Minn., who was recently
certified as a real property law
specialist by the Minnesota
State Bar Association. Slightly
over 300 attorneys licensed in
Minnesota have earned the real
property law certificate.
Alfred W. Matthews '79
was elected to the Board of Directors of the Association of
Government Attorneys in Capi tal Litigation. Matthews, who is
a senior deputy prosecutor for
King County, also serves on the
executive board, Criminal Law
Section, of the Washington
State Bar Association.
Adding his strengths to the
new 10-attorney firm of Jameson Babbitt Sites & Lombard,
David N. Lombard '76 focuses his practice on commercial lending, real estate and
business law . The attorneys, all
good friends from Schwabe,
Williamson, Ferguson &
Burdell, are located in the First
Interstate Center in Seattle.
Lucy lsaki '77, a partner
with Bogle & Gates and chair
of the Law School Board of
Visitors, was elected vice president of the board of trustees for
the Legal Foundation of Washington.

Saying that he believes "the
board should be more quick to
grant accreditation, and should
be more adaptable to modern
technology," Craig F.
Schauermann '76 accepted an
appointment by the Washington Supreme Court to the State
Board of Continuing Legal
Education. Schauermann, a
partner at Schauermann &
Thayer in Vancouver, is an active member of the Washington
State Trial Lawyers Association
and is a frequent seminar lecturer.
Raymond (Rami) S.
Courtney '78 is now a partner
with Grokenberger & Wilson in
Santa Barbara, Calif. In his
"spare time" Courtney enjoys
spending time with his two
daughters and training for and
competing in triathlons. His
most recent endeavor was a
one -mile ocean swim, 34-mile
bike, and 10-mile run combination.
''Immigration issues are
shaping up as a key problem of
the 90s," reports Thomas
Michael O'Leary '77 who is a
Tucson sector counsel for the
U.S. Border Patrol. O'Leary
says: "The Southwest border is
the forefront of the wars on illegal immigration and illegal
drugs. It is thrilling to be involved at the highest field level
and the rewards of law enforcement far outweigh the disadvantages. Also, Tucson beats
California's earthquakes and the
East's cold winters. Finally,
having become a grandfather
twice now, life is beautiful."

1980s

Fillmore Buckner '84 served
as moderator of the "Legal Aspects of Abuse" session at the
American College of Legal
Medicine's 34th Annual Confer ence. He also presented a paper
on "The Medical Diagnosis of
Sexual Abuse in Children" at
the conference. Buckner reports
he is "still active enough to do a
bicycle tour of Northern Italy
last fall and of Denmark this
sprmg.
The University of Texas'
loss is our gain, as Kristin
Cheney '84 returns home to
the School of Law to assume
her duties as Associate Law Librarian. Cheney earned a
master's degree in library information science at the University
of Washington, then spent several years at Boston University

as both a reference librarian and
head of Reference Services . At
the University of Texas she was
Assistant Director for Public
and Education Services and also
taught advanced legal research.
You can find her now in room
107 of our Law Library.
Attorney General Christine
Gregoire has appointed Mary
Barrett '83 to serve as division
chief of the Attorney General' s
Urban and Agricultural Resources Division. The division
includes the departments of Ag riculture, Community Development, and Trade and Economic
Development, along with the
State Energy Office and the
Washington State Trade and
Convention Center. Barrett has
near! y 12 years experience as an
assistant attorney general . She
has headed a unit of 21 attor neys and support staff who represent the mental health divisions and several other programs within the State Department of Social and Health Services and the Department of
Services for the Blind. She also
has served as staff to an Alternative Dispute Resolution Task
Force.
'
Jeffrey A. James '88, for merly of Bogle & Gates in Seattle, has joined the Bellevue
firm of Sebris, Busto &
Marshall as an associate. His
practice focuses on labor and
employment. Carl Hector
Oliveto '88 has become an associate with Buckley & Associates in Seattle . Jennifer Cobb
'84 and Bradley P. Thoreson
'88 are partners with the new
Seattle law firm, Jameson Babbitt Sites & Lombard.
Pursuing an LL.M. in International and Comparative Law
at Georgetown University Law
Center, Lourene Miovski '85
has moved to Washington, D.C.
Associate Professor of Legal
Studies at Pacific Lutheran
University, Susan Adair
Dwyer-Shick '86, will become
Director of the Legal Studies
Program effective September 1,
1994, when she returns from
sabbatical. Recently Dwyer Shick authored "An Introduction to Legal Traditions
Around the World" for a special issue of the ABA's Update
on Law -Related Education, a
quarterly publication devoted to
secondary school education and
teachers.

For mer chair of the Intellectual Property Group and partner of Riddell, Williams, Bullitt
& Walkinshaw, Lynne E.
Graybeal '83 has joined Foster
Pepper & Shefelman in Seattle
as a partner.
Eric R. Olsen '86 has been
named a partner with the Las
Vegas firm of Gordon & Silver
Ltd. He is with their litigation
department. Lance Palmer
'88, now a partner with
Levinson, Friedman, Vhugen,
Duggan & Bland in Seattle,
wrote to tell about his recent
marriage to Malia Baker.
Deborah Knapp '84 has been
made a partner at Tousley
Brain.
After working as a Pierce
County Deputy Prosecuting Attorney in both criminal and
civ il divisions and serving as
the city attorney for Auburn,
and as the mayor of Fircrest,
Stephen R. Shelton '81 was
appointed as City of Puyallup
Municipal Court Judge on
January 1, 1994. The position is
a four-year term. Carrene
Wood '84, a solo practitioner
in Belfair, Wash., is running for
Mason County District Court.
Sharon Herships Nichols
'80 wrote in to clarify our last
issue's note about her return to
practice. Nichols was on sab batical for 3.5 years. She used
part of the time (12.5 months)
to travel around the world (visiting 18 countries) and then
trained and worked as a travel
consultant before returning to
the practice of law with Tario
& Associates in Mt . Vernon.
Formerly in-house counsel
for Tarrant Bank in Texas,
Carl Prindle '84 has opened
his own law practice. Located
between Dallas and Fort
Worth, Prindle's practice con centrates on creditor's rights
(including bankruptcy), secured
transactions, real property,
wills/ trusts/ estates, and banking related matters.
Also opening his own practice, Steven J. Brown '81 emphasizes business, real estate
and construction matters in his
Gig Harbor location. Charles
Bonet '88 has returned to solo
practice, opening his new office
in Lacey where his practice includes criminal law and personal injury.

Randy J. Aliment '80 has
been selected chairman of the
Policy Board at Williams,
Kastner & Gibbs in Seattle.
Aliment will work closely with
the board's fifteen partners in
addressing strategic issues and
setting firm policy. James M.
Gilligan '86 has been elected
3rd District Trustee and Network Chair for the Washington
Young Lawyers Division .
Gilligan practices with the
Rochester, Wash., firm of Laurel Smith & Associates in a
general practice emphasizing
domestic relations, estate planning, and criminal law.
After five and a half years as
the assistant city attorney in
Kennewick, Wash., Thomas J.
Atwood '85 has joined the
Richland firm of Armstrong,
Klym & Waite, P .S.
Ka Cheung Li '79 reports
after two years in Taipei he has
moved to Hong Kong to practice
law with his brother, Yu
Cheung Lee '81. Li practices
corporate, commercial and immigration law. The firm has affiliated offices in China.
Robert Maletta '81 writes
that he finished his service as
Oxfam, U.K, and Ireland's
Country Representative in the
Sudan in October, 1993. Recently he completed six months
of travel in East Africa, photographically documenting Arab Swahili settlements along the
Indian Ocean coast. Maletta is
presently in Northern Rwanda
in charge of setting up an
Emergency Relief Program for
Oxfam, U.K., to assist Rwandese who have been displaced
by the civil war.
Andy Cooley '85, a shareholder with Keating, Bucklin &
McCormack in Seattle, recently
had an article accepted by the
American Society of Civil Engineers' journal of Transportation
Engineering . He reports, "This
is the first time a lawyer has
been accepted for publication in
the JTE." He also wrote a
chapter for the book Bicycle Accident Reconstruction for the Attorney and Forensic Engineer.
Cooley and Steve Bulzomi '85
co-authored an article "Pedaling
to the Courthouse: A Primer on
Bicycle Litigation" in the journal For the Defense, November
1993.
- Continued on next page-

Lynn Graybeal '83
Randy Aliment '80
Robert Maletta '81
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More notes . ..
~ Continued from last page~
When he is not working as a
partner with Gaitain & Cusack
in Seattle, William F.
Knowles '87 is busy trying to
keep up with his three-year-old
daughter and one-year-old son.
Knowles' practice includes civil
litigation, particularly the defense of insurance companies
and their insureds, and complex
commercial litigation. Also in
Seattle, Jacalyn D. Brudvik
'85 is the Coordinator for the
Misdemeanor/Contempt of
Court unit at the Society of
Counsel Representing Accused
Persons. Brudvik, in her position for four years, is also the
coordinator in charge of the intern/ extern program for the Society. She was recently named
to the Board of Directors for
the Washington Protection and
Advocacy System, a statewide
organization that ensures the
rights of the mentally ill and
disabled.
"After several years of solo
practice and a short-lived partnership, I joined the firm of
Bergman, Yorks & Stein as a
partner in 1993 and have really
enjoyed the experience so far,"
reports Jerome Neal Stein
'83. Stein's practice in Dallas,
Texas, concerns business and
consumer litigation, real estate
("thanks to Don Carmichael"),
and family law. But he says his
greatest thrill has been the birth
of daughter Jour dan Lara and
the joys of parenthood.
Candace Saunders '87, an
active member of WSTLA,
spearheaded the design of the
organization's new brochure
"Women in WSTLA," aimed
at attracting more women attorneys into WSTLA. Saunders
writes: "I am very excited about
this brochure, not only because
of its intended purpose, but because its contents arise out of
the pioneering work done by
some tremendous Washington
female attorneys, many of them
graduates of our School of
Law." The focus of the new
women's section "is to explore
issues unique to women in the
legal profession. The group
promotes strong, innovative female leadership while working
with other women's organizations, such as Washington
Women Lawyers, to eliminate
gender bias in the courtroom,"
Saunder said.

1990s

Ann Hanson '93 has joined the
law firm of McCluskey, Sells,
Ryan, Uptegraft & Decker in

Bremerton, where she had
served as an intern. Hanson will
concentrate her practice in juvenile court.
Formerly with Riddell Williams, Polly Kim Close '90 has
become an associate with Faster
Pepper & Shefelman in Seattle.
Corporate counsel Bruce ·
Chandler Barnhart '92 of
Metro Engeers, Inc., Omaha,
Neb., wrote to say he is specializing in partnership syndication
and is doing legal work for interrelated entities.
The Pacific Northwest firm
of Gordon, Thomas, Honeywell, Malanca, Peterson &
Daheim announced the addition
of James B. Meade '93 as an
associate. Meade's practice will
focus on litigation and general
practice. Ann Gygi '90, formerly with the law firm of
Bogle & Gates, has joined the
Seattle office of Hillis Clark
Martin & Peterson, where she
will focus her practice in land
use and environmental areas.
Philip Saint John Wakefield '92 has recently opened
his new office in Tacoma and is
enjoying solo flight in a general
practice. For those of you who
wondered, Wakefield says,

"Yes, I am still living on the
boat and planning my escape to
foreign lands."
Filling his spare time by
speaking at colleges and high
schools on accessing legal services and volunteering at legal
clinics, Kevin Richardson '91
is also working on competitive
volleyball and improving his
golf game. This, of course, is in
addition to his full schedule as
an associate at McCormick and
Hoffman in Tacoma. Also busy
in sports, Scott A. Hilbers '93
is in the process of negotiating
next year's contract as a power
forward with Spvgg Feverback,
a German basketball team.
Hilbers' law degree has come in
handy in his negotiations.
Writes Hilbers: "Last year I inserted a few option clauses that
brought in some extra cash. Of
course, my contract was written
in German and 'conveniently'
translated (i.e. the spoken words
sounded a little better than
what was actually on the paper)
before I signed. Fortunately, the
'cover your butt' doctrine had
been so imbedded in my persona from my years of legal
study at UPS, that I tape-recorded the signing and was

eventually able to recover the
promised monies. This year I'm
writing my own contract and
offering it to the club! We live
and we learn. To the class of
'93: My next dunk is for you!"
Jessica Gerrard Rickard
'90 says her life has been one
thing after another! "On July
20, 1992, I gave birth to our
son, Dylan James Rickard. Just
over one year later, while still
employed full-time at Ogden
Murphy Wallace in Seattle, I
gave birth to our daughter,
Hannah Elizabeth. We have
moved to Michigan and I am
taking some time off from practice to raise our family."
After 15 years with the U.S.
General Accounting Office,
Darlene Crawford '90 has
opened her own law office in
Kent, where her husband Ed
Crawford '90 is the Chief of
Police. Tanya L. Button '90 is
in full-swing solo practice, concentrating exclusively on estate
planning. She has her office in
her home in Woodinville. And
Tony Rugel '93 has joined the
Law Office of Hank Rawso~ in
Okanogan, Wash., as an associate.

SUMMER STINTS LEAD TO DREAM JOB .
F ew people, fresh out of law
school, land their "dream job."
L. James Roth '94, known to
his classmates as "Jayme," is the
exception.
Roth will take the bar exam
in late July, and then fly to the
other Washington where he will
begin working in the Washington, D.C., office of Mudge,
Rose, Guthrie, Alexander &
Ferdon on August 15.
He calls the job an "excellent
opportunity to work in the field
of international trade law, my
primary goal since entering college."
"Undoubtedly the highlight
of my job," he said,. "will be
the people with whom I'm
working. Mr. Michael Daniels,
the head of international law at
Mudge Rose, is the individual
who offered me the position.
Mr. Daniels has had a long and
distinguished career as an international trade lawyer in Washington. Also among the firm's
partners is Ms. Carla Hills, the
former U.S. Trade Representative under President Bush."

As the newest staff attorney
at the firm, Roth describes his
duties as unique.
"Aside frorfl the legal writing
and research duties that are
typical of new attorneys, I'll
also serve as a liaison between
the firm and Capitol Hill. My
responsibilities will include
tracking the implementation
process for N AFT A and
GATT, as well as other trade
legislation in Congress. I'll be
expected to keep the firm, and
our clients, informed about important legislative developments
in international trade."
What gave this exceptionally
bright and committed attorneyto- be from the West Coast the
edge in an extremely competitive field?
"Receiving this offer would
not have been possible without
Ambassador Rufus Y erxa, a fellow UPS graduate and someone
I have worked for over the past
two summers," said Roth.
"Working for Ambassador
Y erxa at the Office of the

United States Trade Representative last summer was an incredibly valuable experience. I
worked on several GATT- and
NAFT A-related issues, gaining
insights into the types of issues
I'll pursue at Mudge Rose.
"I met Ambassador Yerxa at
the Law School during my first
year of law studies," Roth explained. "I just went up and
spoke with him, and told him
about my interests, after an informal speech he gave to law
students. His visit had been arranged by the Career Services
Office and the International
Law Society.
"I feel certain that this opportunity would not have arisen
but for the Law School's continuous effort to bring students
in contact with alumni. I'm
convinced that I would not have
had a similar opportunity had I
attended another law school,"
said Roth.

SAVE THE DATE
THURSDAY
SEPTEMBER 22, 1994
After Work
An event to welcome
all UPS law graduates
to Seattle University
wi ll be held on campus
at Broadway & Madison in
Seattle .

Candace Saunders '87

Polly Kim Close '90

You'll receive an
invitation soon.

Phillip A. McKinney '91 is
taking a six-month leave of absence from the Corpus Christi,
Texas, firm of Porter Rogers
Dahlman Gordon & Lee to
work as an interim briefing attorney for U.S. District Judge
Janis Graham Jack, a new federal judge confirmed in March
of this year.
Scott Staab '93 and Tracy
A. Fisher '93 have announced
their engagement and plans for
a spring '95 wedding. Scott is a
deputy prosecutor for Kittitas
County and Tracy is an associate at Ferrer Law Offices in Seattle.
Serving the Washington
Young Lawyers Division as the
King County Bar Association
YLD Affiliate Trustee and
Long Range Planning Committee Chair, Pamela Cairns '91
says, "Young lawyers, as the
public service arm of the WSBA,
provide much needed pro bono
services." Bernardean
Broadous '90 will serve as the
Equality in Practice Committee
Chair for WYLD and she, too,
sees a strong community link
for young lawyers. "Aside from
being role models, involvement
in the WYLD enables us to
give back to the community."
Bradley A. Wilkinson '92
and Ann P. Homanick '92
were married last year in Reno,
Nevada. Wilkinson, after working at an insurance defense firm
for 1 1/2 years, recently accepted a position as a deputy
legislative counsel with the Leg islative Counsel Bureau's legal
division. In his new position,
Wilkinson will draft legislation
and administrative regulations
and serve as counsel to members of the Nevada legislature.
Homanick is an associate at
Hale, Lane, Peek, Dennison &
Howard, one of Nevada's largest firms, where she practices
commercial litigation. She is
also in charge of recruiting for
the firm's offices in Reno and
Las Vegas.
John Dentler '94 is the
newest member of the Peninsula Advisory Commission
which makes recommendations
on land use proposals to the
county. Tamara Chin '93
works at South District Court
and prosecutes misdemeanor
crimes that occur in south
Snohomish County.
Adjunct professor and Board
of Visitors member La Verne
L. Dotson has joined Lane
Powell Spears Lubersky as
counsel to the firm in its Seattle
office, where he concentrates his
practice in income and federal
estate taxation with special emphasis in estate planning, employee benefits and ERISA
matters. Dotson was formerly a
partner with the accounting
firm of Deloitte & Touche.

IN MEMORIAM
Rosette A. Person '85 on October 18, 1993.
Gary E. Hall '78 on June 17,
1994.
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